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by kyla pigoni 
staff writer
Ithaca College’s freshman class 
has shown a slight increase in the 
total percentage of African, Latino, 
Asian and Native American students. 
The 0.5 percent increase from 
last year is the result of a smaller 
freshman class, Eric Maguire, 
vice president of enrollment and 
communication, said. 
In 2009, 297 ALANA students 
enrolled for the class of 2013, making 
up 14.7 percent of the class of 2,027 
students. This year’s freshman class 
has 245 ALANA students, which 
is 15.2 percent of the total class of 
1,617 students, according to the 
Office of Institutional Research.
ALANA students make up 13.8 
percent of full-time students at the 
college this year, compared to 12.2 
percent last year. Numbers for each 
ethnicity, however, have fluctuated.
Between this year and last, 
Hispanics in the freshman class 
represented the only increase. 
Latinos increased by 1.4 percent, 
African-Americans went down by 
0.8 percent, American Indians de-
creased by 0.7 percent and Asians 
decreased by 2 percent. 
Maguire said changes within 
racial categories are the nature of 
yearly fluctuations. 
While these percentages show 
a steady decline, when compared 
with enrollment from 2006 to 2008, 
the percentages are similar.
The college is waiting for re-
sults from the Diversity Strategic 
Planning Committee, which is 
drafting a five-year plan to in-
crease diversity among students 
and faculty, Maguire said.
The report will come out in the 
next few months, Maguire said.
“The general trend is an upward 
one, and it is my hope that we are 
able to continue on that upward 
path to continue ALANA diversity,” 
he said. 
John Rawlins, assistant director 
of the Office of Student Engage-
ment and Multicultural Affairs, 
said the college should enhance its 
efforts to increase the number of 
ALANA students through initia-
tives like the MLK Scholarship Pro-
gram, a scholarship opportunity for 
students of minority backgrounds 
who demonstrate financial need 
and merit.
“I’d love to see the MLK 
program fully funded,” he said. “The 
program is amazing right now, but 
when you’re talking about some 
students who have a lot of need, it 
may just not be enough.”
In response to concerns like 
this, the college announced earlier 
this semester that the baseline for 
the class of 2015 MLK scholarships 
would be increased from $18,000 
to $25,000. MLK scholarships can 
pay up to the cost of full tuition.
Rawlins said the increase in 




See health, page 4
Minority percentages 
show slight growth
by kelsey fowler 
assistant accent editor
With the passage of the new 
health care bill that allows stu-
dents to stay on their parents’ 
health care plans until they are 
26, college students are begin-
ning to reconsider whether their 
college’s health insurance is a 
worthwhile investment. 
Students at Ithaca College are 
not required to have the school’s 
insurance, but they must have 
some form of coverage to enroll. 
One-third of students at the col-
lege have chosen to remain covered 
by the insurance. Historically, this 
number has stayed consistent de-
spite past national strides to reform 
health care.
Sophomore Kailey Partin 
waived the college’s insurance 
and remains only on her parents’ 
insurance plan. 
“It’s cheaper and easier for me to 
stay on it as long as possible rather 
than have to pay an extra fee for the 
school’s,” she said.
For now, Partin said she does 
not worry about her insurance 
coverage, since she can remain on 
her parents’ plan until age 26 if she 
needs to. 
“I’ll be concerned about it once 
I graduate,” she said. “The college 
pushes their insurance a lot, but 
I don’t think it’s really necessary if 
you have other available insurance 
to stick with.”
Laura Keefe, operations man-
ager at the Hammond Health 
Center, said every three to four 
years the college goes through a 
bid process and selects the best 
insurance offer and options from 
different companies. 
She said the college plans to 
bid again this year or the next 
and is considering increasing the 
maximum benefit limit. How-
ever, that increase will cause an 
increase in the cost of the plan for 
students as well.
“What the college has consid-
ered all along is keeping a low-cost 
plan that still meets the needs of 
most of our students, who are basi-
cally a healthy younger population,” 
she said.
This year, there are 2,527 stu-
dents enrolled in the student injury 
and sickness plan at the college. The 
college does not track the number 
of students who are only on the 
college’s insurance plan. Last year 
the Health Center treated about 
4,524 students and had a volume of 
25,555 total visits, Keefe said.  
The college’s student injury 
and sickness plan is a one-year 
renewable plan from United-
Healthcare. The plan expires 
and is renewed every August. 
See diversity, page 4
by aaron edwards 
news editor
As scholarly expectations for col-
lege professors climb nationwide, faculty 
members seeking ten-
ure at Ithaca College are 
juggling more responsi-
bilities in and out of the 
classroom amid discus-
sion to lighten the teaching load.
As a key concern for faculty undergoing 
tenure review, teaching load has become a 
topic of increased analysis. Professors at the 
college have a 24-credit hour workload, which 
includes teaching courses, pursuing scholar-
ship and continuing service to the college. For 
most faculty, 21 of those 24 credit hours are 
dedicated to teaching.
But talks of a decreased 18-credit hour 
teaching load across departments could 
give more legroom to professors who must 
remain active scholars and researchers to 
be eligible for tenure. Tenure secures a 
faculty member’s position for life, with the 
exception of serious judicial infractions.
As interim provost, Gregory Woodward 
is one of many people who must go through 
a tenure application before it gets approved. 
Woodward said altering teaching load to 
meet the changing needs of faculty is a goal 
to work toward, citing it as one of the broad 
See workload, page 4
Discussions to lower faculty course load 
could result in a less stressful tenure process
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this article at 
theithacan.org. 
Jason freitag, assistant professor of history, lectures his Modern south asia class tuesday in friends 209. freitag and 16 other faculty members 
submitted their tenure files for review last month. tenure track professors must balance teaching, scholarship and service.
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Democrats triumph in New York
 Governor-elect Andrew Cuomo, a democrat, 
defeated tea-party Republican Carl Paladino in 
the New York gubernatorial race.
 Incumbent Democrats Chuck Schumer and 
Kristen Gillibrand defeated Jay Townsend and 
Joe DioGuardi, respectively, for U.S. Senate seats.
 Democratic incumbent Maurice Hinchey de-
feated George Phillips for a seat in the U.S. House 
of Representatives, District 22, New York.
 Republican Tom O’Mara defeated Democrat 
Pam Mackesey for a seat in the 53rd Senate Dis-
trict in New York.
 Democratic incumbent Barbara Lifton de-
feated Republican Tom Reynolds for a seat in 
District 125 of the New York state Assembly.
 As of press time, 11 close New York state 
Assembly races were still in dispute.
 — Information was compiled from the 
Associated Press, The Ithaca Journal’s web-
site and Barbara Lifton’s website.
Republicans take control of House
 Seizing control of the House and gaining 
strength in the Senate, triumphant Republicans 
ushered in a new era of divided government 
yesterday and served notice they will confront 
President Barack Obama with a conservative 
agenda to cut government and spur private-
sector jobs.
 Republicans scored the biggest party 
turnover in more than 70 years Tuesday 
with their win in the House, and in doing 
so, will dethrone Democratic Rep. Nancy 
Pelosi — a prime target of their campaign 
— who had crashed a political glass ceil-
ing and made history with her elevation to 
speaker four years ago.
 Incomplete returns showed the GOP 
picked up at least 60 House seats and led for 
four more, far in excess of what was needed for 
a majority. About two dozen races remained 
too close to call.
 Not all tea party insurgents won. Christine 
O’Donnell lost badly in Delaware, for a seat 
that Republican strategists once calculated 
would be theirs with ease until her stunning 
upset victory in the primary.
 On their night of triumph, Republicans 
also gained at least six Senate seats, and tea 
party favorites Paul in Kentucky, Mike Lee 
in Utah and Marco Rubio in Florida were 
among their winners.
 The GOP gubernatorial gains came after 
a campaign in which their party organization 
spent more than $100 million, nearly double 
what Democrats had.
Afghan insurgents attack police
 Taliban militants carried out two attacks 
against Afghan security forces yesterday, tar-
geting a police station and a border patrol in 
strikes that left nine people dead, officials said.
 Meanwhile, NATO said insurgents killed 
two coalition service members in separate in-
cidents in the country’s north and south.
 In the deadliest attack against Afghan forces, 
Taliban militants assaulted a police station in 
Nad Ali district of Helmand province yesterday, 
killing four insurgents and two civilians, Daud 
Ahmadi, Helmand province spokesman, said.
 The attacks come two days after Taliban 
forces briefly overran a district seat in Ghazni 
province, torching government buildings. The 
16 police officers stationed in the town disap-
peared; it is unclear whether they deserted or 
were captured.
Student stabs British lawmaker
 A British university student radicalized by 
online sermons from an al-Qaida-linked Mus-
lim cleric was sentenced yesterday to at least 15 
years in prison for trying to murder a lawmaker 
because he supported the Iraq war.
 Roshonara Choudhry, 21, stabbed legisla-
tor Stephen Timms twice in the stomach with a 
kitchen knife as he met constituents at a London 
community center in May.
 British officials say Choudhry had download-
ed sermons by Anwar al-Awlaki, the U.S.-born 
Yemeni cleric who has inspired a string of at-
tempted attacks against the West, including the 
airline cargo bomb plot uncovered last week.
 Choudhry appeared by video link from 
prison yesterday as Judge Jeremy Cooke sen-
tenced her to life in prison with no chance of 
parole for 15 years.
Six convicted of killing journalist
 Six alleged members of a crime gang were 
convicted yesterday of conspiring to assassinate 
a well-known journalist and a fellow worker 
— killings in downtown Zagreb that shocked 
Croatia as it was recovering from a war.
 A prosecutor said the car bombing that 
killed Ivo Pukanic, editor in chief of a political 
weekly, Nacional, and his marketing director, 
Niko Franjic, may have been motivated by Pu-
kanic’s writing about organized crime.
 The Zagreb district court sentenced the 
main suspect, Zeljko Milovanovic — who was 
tried in absentia — to the maximum 40 years in 
prison. The court ruled that Milovanovic plant-
ed the bomb that exploded under Pukanic’s car 
Oct. 23, 2008.
 The five other defendants were sentenced 
to 15 to 33 years in prison.
 Milovanovic is being held in neighboring 
Serbia and tried on similar charges, along 
with Sreten Jocic, a reputed mafia boss who 
is accused of hiring Pukanic’s killers for €1.5 
million to prevent him from further investi-
gating Balkan organized crime groups.
Ugandan court orders injunction
 Uganda’s high court has ordered a con-
troversial newspaper to stop publishing the 
names and photographs of people it says are 
gay, ruling that the publication is violating 
their right to privacy.
 A gay rights group, Sexual Minorities 
Uganda, sought the injunction Monday after 
the paper published its second straight edition 
with names and photos. The first edition, pub-
lished in early October, sparked attacks against 
at least four gay Ugandans, Sexual Minorities 
Uganda said.
 Gays in Uganda say they have faced a year 
of attacks and harassment since a lawmaker 
introduced a bill in October 2009 that would 
impose the death penalty for some homo-
sexual acts and life in prison for others. The 
bill has not come up for a vote.
SOURCE: Associated Press
Nation&World
Sweet taste of victory
From left, New York Governor-elect Andrew Cuomo and running mate Robert Duffy gesture to 
the crowd before Cuomo’s victory speech Tuesday in New York City. Cuomo, a democrat and 
former New York State Attorney General, defeated tea party-backed Republican Carl Paladino.
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corrections
It is The Ithacan’s policy to 
correct all errors of fact.  
Please contact Taylor Long
at 274-3207.
copy editors
Katherine Alexander, Megan Blarr, 
Alexa d’Angelo, Janet Early, Sara 
Friedman, Dina Grimaldi, Jillian 
Kaplan, Kristin Leffler, Alexandra 
Leslie, Carly Sitzer, Carly Smith, 
Marissa Smith, Vicky Wolak.
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thursday4 friday5 saturday6
Style Your Sole, sponsored by 
TOMS Ithaca College Campus 
Club, will take place from 7 to 
9 p.m. in IC Square.  
Shabbat Services will begin at 
6 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
Shabbat Dinner will begin at 
7:15 p.m. in Terrace Dining Hall. 
Meditation Minyan will begin at 
11 a.m. in Muller Chapel.
The Creative Crunch advertis-
ing competition, sponsored by 
the IC American Advertising 
Federation, will take place at  
1 p.m. in the Park School.
Ithaca College’s Annual  
Benefits Fair will go from 7 to 
9 p.m. in Emerson Suites.
Kabbalists & Conscious-
ness with guest speaker Yoel 
Glick will be held at 7 p.m. in 
Room 115 of the Center for 
Natural Sciences. 
8 monday
KTV Karaoke Night!, spon-
sored by the International 
Club, will take place from 7 to 
9 p.m. in Clark Lounge.
tuesday9
First Amendment Free Food 
Frenzy, sponsored by the 
Society of Professional Journal-
ists, will go from 12 to 2 p.m. 
in MacDonald Lounge in the 
Campus Center.
Evensong, a Protestant Commu-
nity worship service, will begin 
at 9:30 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
wednesday10
add your event
Drop events for “This 
Week” in the marked box in 
The Ithacan office, or e-mail As-
sistant News Editor Alexandra 
Evans at aevans4@ithaca.edu 
by 5 p.m. Monday.
Catholic Mass will be held at
1 and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
Up ’til Dawn letter writing 
fundraiser, sponsored by Up 
’til Dawn, will take place from 
5 to 10 p.m.
“Some Girl(s)” sponsored by 
I.C. Players will take place at 
8 p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge.
7 sunday
november 4-10, 2010
Got a news tip?
Contact News Editor
Aaron Edwards at  
aedward3@ithaca.edu 
or 274-3207.
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By kelsey husnick 
staff Writer
 Marisa Kelly, dean of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences at the 
University of St. Thomas in St. 
Paul, Minn., and one of the final-
ists for the position of provost and 
vice president for academic affairs 
at Ithaca College, interviewed  on 
campus last Thursday and Friday.
 Candidates are in the process 
of visiting cam-
pus to hold open 
sessions and 
interview for 




down to three 
finalists since it 
began its search 
for a provost af-
ter former pro-
vost Kathleen Rountree resigned 
last spring.
 Kelly began her Thursday ses-
sion with faculty, staff and students 
by speaking on the topic of devel-
oping distinctive excellence at a 
residential comprehensive college, 
the same topic Mary Strey, former 
provost and vice president for aca-
demic affairs at Gustavus Adolphus 
College in St. Peter, Minn., and the 
first candidate to present, spoke on 
during her sessions last week.
 Kelly said the college needs to 
keep up with online education and 
new learning styles.
 “Ithaca College must build on its 
foundation of strong schools and its 
residential comprehensive profile 
... in order to provide a distinctive 
learning environment,” she said.
 Kelly outlined key elements she 
deemed necessary to achieve that 
goal: learning pedagogies, interdis-
ciplinary programs, integration of 
liberal arts and professional educa-
tion, and co-curricular education.
 Martha Gray, director of Insti-
tutional Research, asked how Kelly 
has seen assessment software im-
plemented at colleges.
 “I haven’t seen institutions do 
it really effectively yet,” Kelly said. 
“It needs to sit in the provost’s 
office with strong collaboration 
from student affairs to really do 
it correctly.”
 An attendee asked Kelly how 
she thought the standard of excel-
lence at the college could stand 
out against other schools.
 “They’re probably doing some 
interdisciplinary work, but very 
few institutions are doing a good 
job of all of that,” Kelly said.
 John Rosenthal, professor of 
mathematics, asked for Kelly’s 
opinion on shared governance, 
or the way in which responsibili-
ties are shared by administrators, 
faculty and staff, and the level of 
faculty involvement in the college’s 
decision-making. 
 “The worst thing is to have 
shared governance that’s not ef-
fective,” she said. 
 Kelly closed her session by 
addressing why she thought she 
would be a good fit as provost.
 “I am both a collaborative 
leader, in the sense that I want 
to hear everybody’s thoughts 
and I want to make sure that we 
are moving together when it is 
appropriate and to hear all sides 
of an issue, but at the same time 
I’m decisive,” she said. 
Next finalist  
interviews 
for provost
By dan dawson 
contributing Writer
Ithaca College students were 
among more than 200,000 who 
crowded onto the National Mall on 
Saturday to hear Jon Stewart and 
Stephen Colbert speak about the 
negative effects of fear tactics in 
the media. 
Stewart said he organized the 
“Rally to Restore Sanity” during a 
time of social and economic turmoil. 
Colbert countered the rally with his 
own — the “Rally to Keep Fear Alive.” 
The rallies included musical 
performances by The Roots, Ozzy 
Osbourne, Kid Rock and others and 
also featured many speakers. 
Sophomore Alec Mitchell was 
one of many students who drove six 
hours to attend the rally. Mitchell 
said the rally was entertaining but 
had serious undertones.
“[Colbert and Stewart], despite 
the ridiculous acting, played off 
each other brilliantly,” he said. “They 
were able to integrate their comical 
nature into the performance, while 
showing the absurd reality that is 
our fear-filled media.”
Junior Sierra Shorey said she 
wished the rally had been less of a 
comedic performance.
“It started to grate on me after 
a while because I didn’t go all the 
way down to D.C. just to be en-
tertained by crazy antics,” Shorey 
said. “I wanted to hear a real mes-
sage, and at times Colbert wasn’t 
just playing devil’s advocate — it 
seemed as though he was really 
hampering the rally’s purpose.”
Colbert, who mocks the views of 
conservatives on his television show 
“The Colbert Report,” did not stray 
from character throughout the rally. 
Stewart, who represents a liberal 
point of view, said reason should be 
used to address social problems.
Stewart introduced guest 
speaker and National Basketball 
Association hall-of-famer Kareem 
Abdul-Jabar, who said fear-induced 
bigotry impedes the cooperation of 
the American people. 
“No matter what religions are in 
play, we are all on the same team,” 
Jabar said. 
In a speech at the beginning of 
the rally, Father Guido Sarducci, a 
fictional character played by come-
dian Don Novello, said we should 
focus similarities between Muslims 
and Jews in the Middle East.
“They don’t eat pork; we don’t 
eat pork,” Sarducci said. “Let’s build 
on that.” 
Stewart said Americans with dif-
ferent views must also find what they 
have in common in order to work 
together to solve problems instead of 
working against each other and using 
fear to fuel their differences.  
“Reason is how mankind ad-
vances,” he said. “If we were afraid 
of everything, we would have never 
harnessed the power of fire.”
Stewart addressed the role of the 
media today and accused the main-
stream media of blowing many issues 
out of proportion.  
“If we amplify everything, we 
hear nothing,” Stewart said. 
Stewart said he believes people 
work together every day to fix the 
issues blown out of proportion by 
the mainstream media.
“This was not a rally to … sug-
gest that times are not difficult 
and that we have nothing to fear,” 
Stewart said. “We live in hard 
times, not end times.”  
Mitchell said he would call more 
than 20 hostels and drive six hours 
all over again given the chance.
“Our politicians and our country 
need to be reminded of what news is 
supposed to be and how Congress is 
supposed to work out issues,” he said.
He said he believes in the ideals 
behind the rally and would like to see 
Congress and the American People 
work together.
“Our democracy was not built 
upon name-calling, backstabbing 
and outright lies,” Mitchell said. “It 
has been built upon respectful dis-
agreement between different ideals, 
and it took a late-night comedian to 
remind us.”
Students flock to capital 
to rally with comedians
Abby Walker, who attended the rallies with The Insane Clown Posse, cheers 
on the shoulders of her friend as Colbert and Stewart take the stage. 
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By laura Brothers 
staff Writer
 Only six Ithaca College students have been 
diagnosed with influenza-like illness in the first 
three weeks of October, compared to the influx of 
69 students in the same period in October 2009, 
according to the Hammond Health Center.
 This sharp decline comes after a year of ample 
media attention focused on the harmful symptoms 
and slow recovery from H1N1, more commonly 
known as swine flu.
 The college does not confirm every case of sus-
pected influenza with laboratory testing, Laura 
Keefe, manager of health center operations, said. 
 “Instead, we track students who we diagnose 
with any influenza-like illness,” Keefe said.
 The Health Center has vaccinated 417 fewer 
students so far in the 2010-11 academic year than 
in the 2009-10 year. The numbers of diagnoses this 
year are still considerably less, Keefe said.
 Mary Kranz, nurse manager at the Health 
Center, said students were much more aware of 
the influenza outbreak last year because of the 
media attention surrounding the H1N1 virus.
 “We are not seeing the same response this year,” 
Kranz said. “People aren’t as anxious.”
 Last year, the college’s myHome website 
added a flu button to the portal, allowing stu-
dents to alert the Health Center of their illness. 
Intercom also included announcements about 
staying healthy and avoiding contracting H1N1, 
specifically, and treating the virus.
 This year, however, the flu button has been 
removed, and announcements are less frequent.
 Cornell University also saw a substantial 
decrease in the number of influenza-like illnesses. 
From Aug. 16 to Oct. 20, 2009, 1,025 students were 
diagnosed with influenza-like illness compared to 
32 students this year for the same time period.
 Gannett Health Services at Cornell has 
vaccinated 8,427 fewer students to date in 2010 
than in the 2009 flu season, Heather Stone, pub-
lic health communication specialist for Gannett 
Health Services, said.
 Stone said Gannett Health Services received 
their supply of the seasonal flu vaccine earlier this 
year, allowing them to start flu clinics in September.
 “Unlike this time last year when supply was 
unpredictable and limited, this year’s early plenti-
ful supply has allowed us to offer a free seasonal 
flu vaccine to any student, staff or faculty member 
who wants one,” Stone said.
 Kranz said the college’s Health Center is not ex-
pecting more students to come in for the vaccine 
until they notice others with symptoms.
 “Until the flu hits and students see others with it, 
people don’t think about it,” Kranz said.
 The Health Center held five seasonal flu vacci-
nation clinics in September and October with ad-
ditional clinics to be determined. Kranz said the 
Health Center is also considering holding flu clinics 
at each residence hall on campus.
 “We’re trying to determine the best way to get to 
the students instead of the students having to come 
to us,” Kranz said.
 Because of the high demand last year, the 
Health Center was forced to postpone two of its 
scheduled clinics to order additional supplies. 
 In the 2009 flu season, the Health Center had 
limited access to both the seasonal flu vaccine and 
the H1N1 vaccine because of demand, Kranz said.
 Sophomore Julianne Feller was one of the 
students who did not receive the seasonal flu 
vaccine or the H1N1 vaccine last year. She said 
the hype surrounding the H1N1 virus was not a 
valid concern for her. 
 “It was no different than the avian flu or any-
thing like that,” she said. “They just magnified rare, 
extreme cases of H1N1.”
 This year, the Health Center was able to purchase 
the flu vaccines, which include two variations of the 
virus and protection against H1N1, Kranz said. 
 “This year we pre-booked for three times more 
vaccination supply,” Kranz said.
 Kranz said having one shot cover multiple flu 
cases should be more convenient for students.
 “Last year you had to get two different shots or 
a spray and a shot because there was the H1N1 and 
the seasonal flu,” Kranz said.
 Kranz said all students are encouraged to receive 
the seasonal flu vaccine regardless of the decline in 
publicity surrounding the virus.
 “The flu shot is a quick thing to do to save a lot of 
trouble,” Kranz said.
Flu cases decrease as H1N1 scare wanes
Faculty members wait in line for flu shots in Feb. 2009 at the hammond health Center. Fewer students 
at Ithaca College are requesting flu shots this year compared to last year during the swine flu pandemic.
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kelly interviewed 
for the provost po-
sition on campus 
last week.
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students because it will increase 
their chances of being able to pay 
for the college.
“Right now there are individuals 
who the college interviews for the 
scholarship, but then they get of-
fers from other institutions that are 
better, and even though they love 
the program, they can’t necessar-
ily come here because of money,” 
Rawlins said.
After taking note of student 
responses to the recruitment me-
diums such as FUSE magazine, 
the college reallocated some of its 
funds from publication recruit-
ment to more personal forms. The 
college now has a representative in 
Boston and one in New York City 
whose main job is to recruit stu-
dents of all backgrounds.
To some students, increasing 
diversity enhances the learning en-
vironment at the college.
When sophomore Shyanne Ruiz 
was deciding where she wanted to 
go to school, she never thought she 
would end up in Ithaca.
A native of Philadelphia, Ruiz 
said she was constantly surrounded 
by a large diverse pool of people, in-
cluding blacks, whites and Latinos, 
like herself.
After spending time on campus, 
Ruiz has integrated herself into the 
college, keeping her culture alive 
through her involvement in the 
IC Muevete Dance Company and 
the African-Latino Society. Ruiz is 
now focusing on what needs to be 
done to improve the ALANA com-
munity and the way Latinos are 
perceived on campus. Ruiz said she 
noticed discrepancies in the way 
the college presents diversity to 
prospective students.
“Some people may feel that 
they are being betrayed about how 
much diversity there is,” Ruiz said. 
“All the programs for Inside Look 
consist of mainly ALANA stu-
dents, which really makes it seem 
like there is a lot more diversity 
than there really is.”
Maguire said the college sponsors 
these events as a means to offer stu-
dents a mixed cultural experience.
“The purpose of [these pro-
grams] are to address diversity in a 
very targeted way,” Maguire said. “It 
attracts a lot of ALANA students to 
the institution, while we aren’t try-
ing to misrepresent those numbers.”
initiatives in the recently released IC20/20 vision 
plan. He said faculty seeking tenure are working 
under pressure on many fronts.
“There is no question that there is an unwrit-
ten, sort of understood relationship between the 
teaching load here and the ability to engage in 
scholarship to the level people would either like 
to do or the level they think the tenure and pro-
motion process would expect,” he said.
This isn’t the first time the college has undertak-
en efforts to decrease workload. In 2003, the college 
moved down from a then-average of 24 credits to 
the current average of 21 credits. And just last year, 
former provost Kathleen Rountree created an ad 
hoc committee tasked with drafting faculty work-
load recommendations for the college.
The result was a consensus among the 10 fac-
ulty members appointed to the committee that 
course load needed to be decreased.
In the draft of its recommendations to the ad-
ministration, released December 2009, the commit-
tee wrote: “Ithaca College will remain a ‘teaching 
intensive’ institution even with the recalibration of 
the workload recommended here. However, this 
change will allow the college to become more attrac-
tive to future faculty.”
Some tenured professors and faculty aiming for 
tenure have expressed how a course load decrease 
could make the tenure process less stressful.
Jason Freitag, assistant professor of history, is 
used to quizzing students on world civilizations and 
grading papers about the fall of empires. But for the 
first time in his seven years at the college, Freitag is 
the one turning in papers. 
These aren’t for a class, though. They’re for his 
tenure file that could make or break his career. 
Amid grading more than 70 student papers at any 
given time, teaching, managing his home life and 
keeping up scholarly research on Indian warrior 
groups, Freitag also must put together a strong 
tenure file.
He said balancing it all can be difficult, but he 
said he is willing to go the extra mile to be the best 
professor he can. For Freitag, tenure is the “Holy 
Grail” of any faculty member’s career.
“All professors want tenure,” he said. “It’s just the 
way it is. You want the best position you can possibly 
get, and you want to make sure you’re secure there.”
Freitag is on a tenure track. Of the 461 full-time 
faculty members at the college, 16 submitted their 
tenure files for review last month.
After a faculty member forms their tenure file — 
a collection of evaluations, published works, recom-
mendations and other materials — they submit it to 
their department, school dean, All-College Faculty 
Tenure and Promotion Committee, provost, presi-
dent and eventually the board of trustees for review.
If a professor is denied tenure, he or she 
must leave the institution.
Nancy Cornwell, professor and chair of the 
television-radio department and a member of the 
All-College Tenure and Promotion Committee, 
said more scenarios need to be taken under con-
sideration in future workload discussion. 
As a tenured faculty member in the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications, she said a decreased 
teaching load would need to be streamlined to ac-
commodate work done by production professors 
and faculty who normally teach four-credit courses.
“We’re going to have to come up with a language 
that captures the essence of reducing the teaching 
load without tying it to a specific number of classes,” 
she said. “It’s not an easy answer.”
Other faculty deal with the challenge of teaching 
certain courses that could be weighted differently in 
terms of the type of work that goes into them.
Fred Wilcox, associate professor of writing, ap-
plied for tenure almost two decades ago and said 
professors who teach liberal arts courses that focus 
more on creativity have a different set of concerns. 
He said discussions about course load have been cir-
culating since he first set foot on campus in 1987.
“We’ve been trying to persuade the administra-
tion that we care about the students, we want to do 
the best we can and we also are human beings,” he 
said. “I wrote books and published books, but that’s 
because basically I didn’t have a life.”
Financial implications of a lowered teaching load 
could also play a significant role in future discussion.
Cornwell said if all faculty members moved to an 
18-credit hour course load, more professors would 
need to be hired to fill empty course slots — posi-
tions that could cost the college millions of dollars.
“Someone’s got to teach those courses,” she said. 
“So then what do you do? Do you hire more ad-
juncts to pick up all those little three-credit courses? 
Do you hire more faculty lines?”
Woodward said the college could not afford to 
hire enough faculty to make up for the lost courses 
and the college is not interested in expanding fac-
ulty in any significant way, especially if it would 
mean increasing tuition.
Nationally, the debate surrounding workload has 
shifted to a microscopic look at how new professors 
take on enhanced standards.
In his February column in the Chronicle of 
Higher Education, David Perlmutter, professor 
and director of the School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication at the University of Iowa, argued 
that increased tenure expectations make it a daunt-
ing process for young faculty.
Perlmutter wrote: “Many in the older generation 
of scholars were tenured with standards that, while 
not necessarily lower in quality, were lesser in terms 
of frequency of publication.”
Woodward said, however, that underlying stan-
dards at the college have stayed relatively the same.
“Certainly everyone wants to contribute to 
the world’s knowledge, discovery, creative work 
and all the things the faculty do and also be able 
to be the best teacher they can be. But they’re 
not exclusive in any way — they’re symbiotic,” 
he said.
Cornwell said in the end, the decrease would be 
welcomed by most faculty on campus.
“There probably isn’t a single person on this 
campus who thinks we shouldn’t go to 18 credit 






Course load pressures professors
workload 
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Fred Wilcox, associate professor of writing, sits with his tenure portfolio binders and published books. 




Undergraduate students must 
take a minimum of six credit 
hours to be eligible. 
Students can choose to waive 
the college’s insurance and re-
main solely on their parents’ 
insurance or have both. If a stu-
dent has both, the college plan is 
considered primary insurance.
Freshman Eli Weiss said dis-
tance was a factor in his decision to 
keep the college’s student insurance 
in addition to staying on his par-
ents’ private insurance. 
“In case something were to 
seriously happen here, I wouldn’t 
have to be at the mercy of my par-
ents’ insurance five hours away,” 
he said. 
Choosing convenience over 
cost is the dilemma some students 
face when deciding whether they 
want to keep the college’s student 
insurance. Students without the 
plan must send bills to their private 
insurance, while students with the 
college insurance must pay $521 
each year.
Partin said one inconve-
nience of not having the student 
insurance is that her visits to the 
Health Center are not covered 
immediately. Her bursar account 
is billed, and to receive a reim-
bursement, she said she has to 
send the bill home to her par-
ents, who must send the bill to 
their insurance company.
“It does slow the process 
down,” she said.” “One time 
when I was sick last year, they 
printed the wrong walk-out pa-
pers and I had to go back. That’s 
terrible, especially when you 
have an insane fever and can’t 
walk to the bathroom, let alone 
across campus.”
For sickness, the basic student 
plan covers the first $150 upfront. 
Then students incur a $150 de-
ductible, which Keefe said is differ-
ent than a lot of traditional plans. 
After that, the basic student insur-
ance covers 80 percent of usual 
and customary charges, and the 
student is responsible for the other 
20 percent until reaching the maxi-
mum of $10,000 for that sickness. 
For injuries, the basic plan cov-
ers the first $700 of charges, and 
then the student is responsible for 
a $150 deductible. If it’s not an ath-
letic injury, then the same process 
as a sickness applies: the insurance 
covers 80 percent up to $10,000. 
Usual and customary charges in-
curred for interscholastic athletic 
injuries are covered 100 percent 
only up to $700.
Keefe said students should not 
solely rely on the student insurance 
because it is a limited benefit plan.
Sheri Steurer, student group 
insurance coordinator at the 
Health Center, said students can 
also purchase catastrophic cover-
age from the insurance company, 
which raises the maximum benefit 
limit for any injury or sickness for 
up to $250,000. 
Weiss said having both plans 
was his best option.
“It’s good to have a backup 
just in case,” he said. “Even 
though you have to deal with the 
bills and insurance all the time 
when you’re sick, you don’t think 
about it before.”
From left, sophomores Shyanne Ruiz, ivannah Flores and Joanna hernandez 
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The Cajun rages on
James Carville, CNN contributor, best-selling author, producer and talk show host, speaks to a 
packed audience Monday in Emerson Suites. Carville, also known as “The Ragin’ Cajun,” was 
this year's Roy H. Park School of Communications Distinguished Visitor Series speaker.
aNDREw buRaCzENSki/THE iTHaCaN
By elma gonzalez 
staff Writer
Ithaca College celebrated a double victory 
Saturday. On the field, the football team won 
by a score of 30–6 over Utica College. And in 
the stands, students worked 
together to redirect 40 per-
cent of the game's waste to 
compost and recycling.
The efforts were part of 
the Game Day Challenge, 
a contest sponsored by the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, an organization 
that aims to increase recy-
cling and composting on 
college campuses around 
the nation. 
Eighty-seven colleges and universities, 
including Harvard, Yale and Syracuse uni-
versities, participated in the challenge.
Paula Turkon, assistant professor of an-
thropology, had students in her Principles and 
Practices of Sustainability course participate.
Five weeks ago, Turkon’s class attended the 
Bombers’ game against Hartwick College to 
survey the expected waste generated at foot-
ball games and come up with a reachable goal. 
Mark Darling, sustainability programs 
coordinator, said the group weighed all 
waste, recycling and compost after the 
Hartwick game. Of the materials weighed, 
67 percent was classified as waste. Darling 
said he had hoped for a lower 50 percent at 
Saturday’s game, but the amount of waste 
came out to 60 percent.
Out of the 193.5 pounds of garbage col-
lected Saturday, about 55.2 pounds were 
separated to recyclables and compostables. 
These statistics will be sent to the EPA for a 
chance to win the title of “Most Sustainable 
College in the Nation.” 
The EPA will award first place to the 
college with the highest percent of waste 
reduction within five categories: diversion 
rate, waste generation per capita, gross re-
ductions through waste reduction, recycling 
and composting.
Results from all participating schools will 
be posted on the EPA website later this month.
At Saturday's game, more than a dozen stu-
dents from Turkon’s class volunteered to help 
direct students through the process. Students 
wore fluorescent green shirts and guided peo-
ple to recycling and composting bins located 
throughout the stadium. 
During the game, junior Ali Zieba, one of 
Turkon’s students, said there was a positive re-
action to their efforts from the crowd. 
“We’ve been trying to help to make it as easy 
as possible,” Zieba said. “People got a little con-
fused at first.” 
Freshmen Mercedes Van der Gaag and Katy 
Newton were in charge of distributing college 
shirts and Purity Ice Cream coupons as prizes 
to people who recycled. 
Newton said while manning the prizes 
desk, there were many parents visiting for 
Family Weekend who approached saying they 
were proud of the college’s sustainable efforts.
Van der Gaag said students were also recep-
tive to the class’ efforts.
“Someone even came up and took a pic-
ture with us and our green shirts,” she said. 
“They were really happy that Ithaca is doing 
this sustainable initiative.”
Turkon said her class was able to create an 
efficient strategy that other organizations could 
use as a fundraiser. All the materials are readily 
available to any club that wishes to improve the 
environment while raising money by keeping 
the recyclables, she said.  
Though the college did not achieve its goal of 
50 percent waste this time around, Turkon said 
the percentage will lower as students gain more 
experience working at the games. 
“We hope that this was the first of many 
events like this which will lead to it becom-
ing a part of all athletic events,” she said. “The 
next step will be to pass this report along with 
the T-shirts, strategies and signs onto the next 
group to take it on.”
Students limit game day waste
TURKon said 
students reduced 
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By lara Bonner 
chief proofreader
	 With	 the	 increasing	 prevalence	 of	 Twitter	





	 The	 Office	 of	 Marketing	 Communications	
began	using	Twitter	and	Facebook	in	2008,	and	
the	 college	 has	 since	 gained	 more	 than	 6,000	
Facebook	“likes,”	and	almost	4,000	Twitter	fol-
lowers.	The	college	has	increased	its	efforts	in	

























	 “I	 guess	 [I	 tweet	 about]	 things	 that	 …	 I	
would	want	to	know	about	or	that	my	friends	
would	want	to	know	about,”	Castillo	said.	
	 Castillo	 said	 the	 websites	 have	 strengths	
and	weaknesses,	and	the	college	is	able	to	tailor	
its	message	to	either	format.
	 “Things	 get	 posted	 on	 both	 because	 not	
everyone	 is	on	both	Twitter	or	Facebook,”	 she	
said.	“A	lot	of	things	on	Facebook	are	events	and	






them	 because	 you	 get	 a	 sense	 that	 there’s	 a	
person	 behind	 it	 rather	 than	 an	 institution,	
which	is	nice,”	Castillo	said.	
	 Senior	 Seth	 Nenstiel,	 who	 has	 been	 using	
Twitter	since	2007,	said	he	likes	being	able	to	
communicate	 with	 the	 college	 when	 he	 has	





and	 the	 Internet	 seems	 to	 have	 improved,”	
Nenstiel	said.	“People	are	actually	listening.”	
	 Castillo	said	many	of	the	tweets	are	from	
students	 like	 Nenstiel	 who	 have	 questions,	
comments	or	even	photos.	Alumni	also	tweet	
the	college	often.





	 Cameron	 said	 though	 there	 is	 no	 record	




	 “Say	 for	 example,	 if	 somebody	 has	 been	
accepted	to	the	school	and	we	might	see	that	
they’ve	put	 that	out	on	Twitter,	and	we	can	
reply	 to	 that,	 congratulate	 them	 and	 that	









	 Cameron	 said	 while	 there	 are	 no	 solid	
plans	yet	to	expand	the	college’s	social	media	
presence,	 it	 is	 open	 to	 expanding	 to	 include	
similar	websites	in	the	future.	
	 “Facebook	 and	 Twitter	 themselves	 keep	
evolving,	and	there	are	things	like	Foursquare	
and	 the	 sort	 of	 geo-social	 apps	 that	 we’re	
starting	to	look	at	as	well	and	are	starting	to	
be	used	by	other	colleges,”	he	said.	











Dave Cameron ’96, coordinator in the Office of Marketing Communications, keeps his eye on 
Ithaca College’s Facebook and Twitter accounts. He is one of many who contribute to posts. 
Kelsey O’COnnOr/THe ITHaCan
College taps into social media tools  
to recruit and interact with students
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SUMMARY: Caller reported a person 
restricted from residence halls was in West 
Tower. Sergeant Ron Hart. 
UNLAWFUL POSS. OF MARIJUANA  
LOCATION: Substation Road
SUMMARY: Five people judicially referred 
for unlawful possession of marijuana, 
and one person judicially referred 




SUMMARY: Caller reported people being 
loud and refusing to answer the door. Three 
people judicially referred for excessive 
noise and failure to comply with directions. 
Safety Officer Jeremiah McMurray.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
LOCATION: Muller Faculty Center 
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown 
person damaged a filing cabinet. 





SUMMARY: Officer reported an unknown 
person wrote on a parking sign. 
Investigation pending. Patrol Officer 
Brad Bates.
MEDICAL/INJURY RELATED 
LOCATION: Whalen Center for Music
SUMMARY: Caller reported falling 
and injuring a leg Oct. 20. Medical 
assistance was not rendered. Patrol 
Officer Brad Bates. 
ACCIDENTAL PROPERTY DAMAGE
Location: Athletic and Events Center
Summary: Caller reported a fence fell 
and damaged a parked vehicle. Report 
filed. Patrol Officer Christopher Teribury.
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
LOCATION: Whalen Center for Music
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person 
having a seizure. Person declined 
medical assistance from ambulance 
staff. Sergeant Ron Hart.
UNLAWFUL POSS. OF MARIJUANA
LOCATION: Bogart Hall
SUMMARY: Three people judicially 
referred for unlawful possession of 




SUMMARY: Caller reported a vehicle 
accidentally struck a mailbox. Report filed. 
Master Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
LOCATION: J-Lot
SUMMARY: Caller reported an 
unknown person damaged a vehicle. 




SUMMARY: Officer reported an unknown 
person wrote on a wall. Investigation 
pending. Sergeant James Landon.
OctOber 24
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE/INJURY RELATED
LOCATION: State Route 96B
SUMMARY: Caller reported falling and 
having stomach pain. Person transported 
to the Hammond Health Center.
CRIMINAL TRESPASS
LOCATION: Garden Apartments
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown 
person entered an apartment. Master 
Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
TRESPASS
LOCATION: West Tower
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person 
restricted from residence halls was 
inside the building. Investigation 
pending. Sergeant Terry O’Pray.
MVA/PROPERTY DAMAGE 
LOCATION: Circle Lot 7
SUMMARY: Officer reported a vehicle 
damaged a parked vehicle. Investigation 
Pending. Patrol Officer Mark Denicola.
For the complete saFety log, 
go to www.theithacan.org/news 
Key
CMC – Cayuga Medical Center
CCV – College Code Violation
DWI – Driving while intoxicated
IFD – Ithaca Fire Department
IPD – Ithaca Police Department
MVA – Motor vehicle accident
RA – Resident assistant
SASP – Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol
V&T – Vehicle and Transportation
Boston University author
to discuss health care act
 robert b. Hudson, Ph.d., the 
Gerontology insti-
tute’s fall  distin-
guished speaker, 
will present a 
lecture at 7 p.m. 
today in emer-
son suites.  




for a new social insurance Pro-
gram,” will serve as a review of 
the community living Assistance 
and supports services program, 
a component of the recent health 
care reform act.
 Hudson is a professor and chair 
of social welfare policy at boston 
University’s school of social Work. 
He is also the author of “The new 
Politics of old Age Policy,” a re-
vised version of which was pub-
lished in June. He has also had 
other published works that focus 
on social work and aging.
 for more information, contact 
marilyn Kinner at 274-1967.
student-run radio station
to broadcast live drama
 Wicb, ithaca college’s student 
radio station, will present a live ra-
dio drama at 4 p.m. sunday that is 
produced, directed and performed 
by students at the college.
 The event will feature sherlock 
Holmes and five-minute mysteries. 
tickets are $3 and can be purchased 
in the lobby of the roy H. Park 
school of communications.
 donations will also be accepted 
at the show and all proceeds will 
be donated to loaves & fishes of 
tompkins county.
 The show will also be broadcast 
on 91.7 fm and Wicb.org.
 At the national college media 
convention last week, the station 
received an award for best sports 
play-by-play.
college biology professor
to give sabbatical lecture
 marina caillaud, associate pro-
fessor of biology, will give her sab-
batical presentation at 4 p.m. to-
day in room 112 of the central for 
natural sciences.
 The presentation is centered 
around the effect of environmental 
toxicants on gene expression that 
might lead to disease phenotype.
 caillaud’s work has been pub-
lished in dozens of publications. 
Her most recent article, which she 
collaborated on with two biochem-
istry undergraduates at the college, 
was published in the february 2010 
issue of “Plos biology.”
center to continue series
for anniversary celebration
 The ithaca college center for 
the study of cul-




at 7 p.m. mon-
day with a free 
presentation on 
“Who We Are 
and Why We do 
What We do” in egbert Hall.
 this year’s series, “centering 
the margins,” celebrates the 10th 
anniversary of the founding of the 
cscre. the theme is to look at 
the center’s activities throughout 
the past decade as well as give an 
insight into its future. 
 Asma barlas, founding direc-
tor of the center and professor 
of politics at the college, will 
give the presentation along with 
cscre faculty members sean 
eversely bradwell, Paula ioanide 
and Gustavo licon.
 the center is a unit within the 
division of interdisciplinary and 
international studies that offers 
courses centered on the experi-
ences of AlAnA people.
aar chairman and ceo
to present alumni lecture
 david storch ’75, chairman 
and chief executive officer of 
AAr corp., will present the itha-
ca college school of business 
distinguished Alumni lecture at 
6 p.m. monday in room 111 of 
the business school.
 His lecture, “leading Through 
the economic cycles,” is spon-
sored by the tompkins trust 
company and is free and open to 
the public.
 storch has worked for AAr 
since 1979 and was named the 
company’s chief operating officer 
in 1989 and became the compa-
ny’s ceo in 1996. the company 
has been providing products and 
services to the aerospace/aviation 
industry since 1951.
 He has also served on the ithaca 
college board of trustees and cur-
rently is a member of the President’s 
roundtable, a group of advisers to 
President tom rochon.
Ithaca Bakery to organize
fundraiser for local charity
 ithaca bakery-sponsored roller 
derby skater bluestocking AKt-47 
and other members of the ithaca 
league of Women rollers (ilWr) 
will serve samples of local food to 
bakery customers from 10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. saturday.
 The skaters’ visit is part of the 
bakery’s roller derby day. The 
event gives the bakery a “chance 
to support ithaca’s growing enthu-
siasm for roller derby,” co-owner 
ramsey brous said. 
 The bakery will donate $1 from 
every $10 purchase from a list of 
local food products to ithaca’s 
meals on Wheels.
 stephen Griffin, director of the 
foodnet meals on Wheels, said the 
customers who donate on derby 
day will help the charity feed many 
in the community who are in need 
of “a helping hand.”
 in addition to passing out food 
samples, the skaters will also give 
customers sufferJets, bluestockings 
and ilWr roller derby souvenirs.
 
historian to give lecture
on christians and Nazism
 Historian susannah Heschel 
will present the annual Holocaust 
lecture at 7:30 p.m. tuesday in 
emerson suites.
 Her talk, “The Aryan Jesus: 
christian Theology and nazi rac-
ism,” is sponsored by the ithaca 
college Jewish studies program and 
is open to the public.
 The presentation will take place 
on the anniversary of Kristallnacht, 
otherwise known as “The night of 
broken Glass,” which was a series 
of attacks against Jews throughout 
Germany and Austria from nov. 
9-10 in 1938.
 Heschel will discuss the christian 
response in Germany and around the 
world to nazi anti-semitism, includ-
ing both christians who opposed 
nazi persecution and those who cre-
ated a form of nazi christianity.
 Heschel is a professor of Jewish 
studies at dartmouth college and is 
the author of “Abraham Geiger and 
the Jewish Jesus.”
alumnus donates millions
to cornell research center
 cornell University will receive 
$80 million from david Atkin-
son ’60 and his 
wife Patricia to 
fund a new re-




to date, it is the 
largest individual 
gift given to a 
university for sustainability re-
search, the university announced 
last thursday. 
 The david r. Atkinson center 
for a sustainable future will replace 
the 2007 pilot program funded by a 
$3 million donation from Atkinson.
 A university press release stat-
ed the center will be “a permanent, 
major research center focusing on 
challenges in the global energy, 
environmental and economic de-
velopment arenas.”
 The pilot program involves 218 
researchers, 11 cornell colleges 
and schools and 56 departments, 
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Choosing 
a new Leader 
With the provost search continuing, 
the search committee is urged to pick 
the right fit for Ithaca College
As the third finalist for the provost and vice president for academic affairs position fin-ishes his interview at Ithaca College in the 
next week, the search committee is encouraged to 
choose the candidate who best suits the college. 
As the second highest administrative position, 
the provost is the link between the campus com-
munity and the administration. The provost of 
the college needs to be engaged with faculty, staff 
and students. With the latest campus initiative, 
IC20/20, the new provost needs to be up to date 
and informed about the college’s new goals. 
Though Gregory Woodward, interim provost, 
is not a finalist for the position, he has shown the 
qualities a provost should possess. Woodward and 
President Tom Rochon have facilitated discussions 
with students concerning IC20/20. Woodward has 
also had faculty lunches throughout the semester, 
which is an opportunity for him to hear faculty’s 
concerns. Last year, faculty were concerned 
that former provost Kathleen Rountree was not 
engaged enough with the campus community, but 
Woodward has made steps to mend the wall of 
silence between the provost and the campus com-
munity. He would be a strong role model for the 
new provost.
The two previous provosts, Peter Bardaglio 
and Rountree, resigned from their positions 
after a few years. The college needs a provost 
that will be here for the long haul to create more 
campus unity. With five different schools and 
one division, it’s significant for the provost to 
truly act as the liaison it needs to be. 
The search committee is urged to listen to 
feedback by faculty, staff and students who at-
tended the provost search sessions. 
The new provost needs to be accepting of 
campus dialogue. Faculty, staff and students 
should feel as if they can approach the pro-
vost when needed. For the institution to move 
forward in its missions and be successful with 
the IC20/20 plan, the new provost needs to be 
a strong leader who can bridge the gap between 
the schools and the administration.
 
 refLeCt on Life 
After the loss of a young alumna,  
students should take time to remember 
Betsy Gilligan’s life was cut too short. At just 22 years old, the May 2010 graduate was killed in a car-related accident two 
weeks ago. 
But as family, friends and the Ithaca College 
community mourn the death of a vibrant young 
woman, there is comfort that her name will live 
on in a memorial fund the college is establish-
ing. The fund will be used for students in the 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, where 
Gilligan was a television-radio major. It’s a way 
for students — present and future — to feel a 
connection to one of our own. The college and 
Gilligan’s loved ones are applauded for start-
ing the fund to remember Gilligan.
When a life is lost at such a young age, it’s 
a moment for students to take time to reflect. 
When we’re young, we happen to think we’re 
invincible. Unfortunately, it sometimes takes a 
tragedy to remind us life is short. Students are 
encouraged to not only think about Gilligan and 















Ting preSSure on 
Sodexo by Telling 
Them ThAT we’ll 
TAke Their con-
TrAcT. ...  i don’T 
See how They cAn 
legiTimATely ignore 
The concernS of 




watch more Snap 
Judgments at 
theithacan.org.
“i don’T Think The 
college Should 
be forcing Sodexo 
To do AnyThing. i 
Think The col-
lege Should STop 
pAying Sodexo. 
They Should 
work wiTh A more 
eThicAl compAny 





“iT’S unfAir ThAT 
Someone iS geT-
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Now you can be heard in print or on the Web.
write a letter to the editor ithacan@ithaca.edu or 
leave a comment on commentaries and editorials at 
theithacan.org.
letters must be 250 words or less, e-mailed or dropped off by  
5 p.m. monday in park 269
All opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect those of The Ithacan. To write a guest commentary, contact Opinion Editor Jacqueline Palochko at 274-3208.
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Guest commentAry
The slogan “one step closer” has defined my life. At 14 years old, my older sister was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, 
a disease that attacks the 
central nervous system and 
keeps people from moving. 
Symptoms include double 
vision, loss of balance, loss of 
coordination and paralysis. 
So far, there is no cure. 
When I was younger, I 
did not understand much of 
what MS was other than it 
was something you went to 
the doctor for, and it would 
get better in a week. I could 
not understand why my sister 
would cry so much or why she was in so much 
pain. As I got older and visited her at the hospital 
several times, I began to realize this was not some-
thing that was going away. This would stay with her 
forever unless someone stepped up to find a cure. I 
decided that person was going to be me.
I became the first youth ambassador to the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society for my high 
school and attended meetings to help plan the walk 
where I live in Putnam County in New York state. I 
worked with student organizations at school to cre-
ate the largest team to walk in Putnam County. 
When I arrived at Ithaca College, I realized 
there was no established student support for the 
cause here either, so I founded Ithaca College’s 
Multiple Sclerosis Awareness Club. We meet bi-
weekly and host a variety of events. I contacted 
the NMSS’s upstate New York chapter and found 
out the Ithaca Walk for MS was in jeopardy of 
being shut down because of low participation 
rates and donations. I was put in touch with the 
club’s officers, and it has allowed us to bring new 
experiences to the walk. We gather student or-
ganizations, and they set up their own teams for 
the walk. Last May, ICMSA’s team was recog-
nized in the top 50 fundraising teams in upstate 
New York because we raised more than $5,000. 
The decision was made to keep the walk going 
because of ICMSA’s efforts.
This year, we are hosting our second annual din-
ner dance on Dec. 4 at the Holiday Inn. Last year, 
we raised $1,000 for ICMSA, the Accelerated Cure 
Project and NMSS, but this year we hope to raise 
even more. 
The events ICMSA holds are not only ben-
eficial for the college but also for the community. 
The NMSS has been pushing for more support 
from the Ithaca community, but only a handful of 
people attend monthly MS support group meetings 
downtown. We hope to draw more attention to the 
support group and bring more people in the com-
munity who have MS to our meetings.
MS is not as widespread as other diseases like 
cancer. This makes it harder to gain a following 
because many people simply do not know about 
it. This is a challenge ICMSA is constantly trying 
to overcome, so we create events that appeal to all 
kinds of people. We hope that as we get the word 
out, more and more people will create a following 
to find a cure for MS.  
JessicA dillon is a junior journalism major. E-mail 
her at jdillon2@ithaca.edu.
Student strives to help find cure for disease
Guest commentAry
Members of the Ithaca College Multiple Sclerosis Awareness Club gather for the Ithaca Walk for 
MS in May. The organization raised more than $5,000 to help find a cure for the disease. 
CourTeSy of JeSSICA DIllon
JessicA  
dillon 
Eastern Towhee, Field Spar-row, Song Sparrow, Indigo Bunting 
— most people 
have never 
heard of these 
bird species. 
But if you 
took the time 
to search any 
overgrown pas-
ture, you would 
find them.  
Unfortunately, 
these birds, as 
well as nearly three-fourth of New 
York state’s other shrubland bird 
species, are on the decline. 
This past summer, a group 
of Ithaca College students and I 
conducted research to determine 
the habitat preferences of shrub-
land birds — birds that inhabit 
grassy areas dominated by shrubs 
— in New York state. All of the 
field work was conducted in  
Sterling Forest State Park, about 
45 minutes north of New York 
City. Within our defined shrub-
lands, we recorded the number 
of species we observed using 
spot mapping, a method that 
utilizes maps to mark the loca-
tion of birds within a plot. At 
each survey site, we also deter-
mined whether the shrubland 
habitat consisted of low, medium 
or high-density shrubs. Low 
included short herbs and grasses; 
medium comprised herbs and 
taller shrubs, like honeysuckle; 
and high contained very thick, 
impenetrable walls of shrubs a 
few meters high. Utilizing the 
same methods, data on shrubland 
bird distribution was also col-
lected from an overgrown pasture 
in Montezuma National Wildlife 
Refuge and from a power line cut 
in the wooded area behind the 
college. Similarly, these regions 
had defined low-medium-and 
high-density shrublands. A final 
set of comparable data was col-
lected from 328 locations across 
much of New England using 
a different form of surveying, 
known as point counts. Using 
this method, the surveyor stands 
in one location and counts all 
the birds heard or seen within a 
200-meter radius.
After the data was compiled 
for each site, we discovered that 
shrubland birds as a whole tended 
to avoid highly dense shrub areas. 
Instead, we found a slight prefer-
ence toward medium-density 
shrub growth.  
However, we did find that indi-
vidual species had specific habitat 
preferences that differed from oth-
er shrubland birds. Across all sites, 
Field Sparrows were most com-
monly found in low-density shrubs, 
consisting mostly of low herbs and 
grasses. Indigo Buntings and Blue-
Winged Warblers were found in 
low-density shrubs as well, but they 
also had a strong preference toward 
medium-density shrubs. The East-
ern Towhee favored medium-high 
– density shrubs.
So, what does all this mean?  
For the most part, each shrubland 
bird species requires a particular 
habitat that varies from that of 
neighboring species. As a land 
manager, it would be counter-
productive to create a monocul-
tural habitat with the same shrub 
density. In order to benefit from 
the greatest number of shrubland 
birds in New York, land managers 
should consider mosaic landscapes 
that incorporate habitat densities.  
This can be accomplished through 
selective cutting and is already 
underway in some locations in the 
state. A management plan like this 
is the best way to ensure the future 
success of our state’s declining 
shrubland bird species.
The shrubland bird species are 
of great importance to the balance 
of such successional communities.  
These melodious birds add an ele-
ment of wonder to the landscapes 
they call home, and many of these 
birds possess the vibrant colors that 
draw the attention of many nature 
lovers.  Students can help out all 
birds through bird feeders, bird 
houses and bird-friendly habitats. 
Helping to maintain a mosaic of 
shrub growth beneath the power 
line cuts on South Hill is a great way 
to preserve the type of habitat that is 
most desired by shrubland birds.
stefAn KArKuff is a senior biology 
major. E-mail him at skarkuf1@ithaca.
Observations find shrubland birds are declining
Above are a Golden-winged Warbler and a Blue-winged Warbler that live in 
Sterling forest State Park. The birds need grassy areas in order to survive. 




  I am positive we have all been 
to a chain. You know, like Five 
Guys, Olive Garden, Applebees, 
Target or Walmart. They are dot-
ted across the country. Everything I 
have learned in my environmental 
classes suggests the chain is nega-
tive. It just doesn’t allow the local 
culture to shine through.  
— Rebecca Webster 
Most boring World Series
 I called it when the LCS 
series was coming to a close. If 
the San Francisco Giants and 
Texas Rangers both advanced to 
the World Series to play against 
each other, it would be hands 
down the most boring Fall 
Classic in baseball history. After 
Games 1 and 2, I rest my case. 
— Dave Uram
Michael Scott’s lover returns
 “Office” enthusiasts, rejoice! 
Amy Ryan, who played Michael 
Scott’s female love interest, is 
returning to an episode of “The 
Office” in December. I’d say this 
tops my list of early Christmas gifts. 
On the Dec. 9 one-hour Christmas 
episode, Ryan’s character, Holly 
Flax, will grace our televisions (or 
computer screens for you fellow 
Hulu users). — Aaron Edwards 
Captivating artist
 Lizz Wright: She’s definitely 
not a Christian artist, and she’s not 
exactly gospel — yet there is some-
thing deeply spiritual within her 
music. Wright can take just about 
any song and make it fit nicely into 
her own sonic palette. There is a 
sense that she’s paying tribute to 
something overwhelming, and that 
is awesome.  
— Matt Connolly  
Procrastinating on homework
 It’s hard to put my studies first 
when I don’t want to. Correction, 
I want to — kind of. I mean, I 
want to do my homework so I’m 
prepared for class. But I’d rather 
talk to my friends for hours than 
read about studio lighting.
It’s like how I want to study opera, 
but opera music makes me want 
to throw up a little bit.  
— Lilly Miller 
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Sophomore michael radzwilla bites into 
the burger portion of the challenge.
GraHam Hebel/THe ITHaCan
for glory
The Fat Chick challenge at benchwarmers has chicken, bacon, 
cheese and sautéed onions on a kaiser roll with a mound of fries.
GraHam Hebel/THe ITHaCan
by AlexAndrA PAlombo 
Senior writer
Sophomore Mike Radzwilla had only three 
more bites of the sandwich and half a bowl of 
fries left to complete the Fat Chick challenge at 
Benchwarmers. But with 10 minutes left on the 
clock, he couldn’t eat any more.
“Everyone else was pacing themselves, and I 
didn’t stop eating for 15 minutes,” Radzwilla said. 
“There was a point when I realized if I ate any 
more food, I would throw up.”
Radzwilla and his friends spent Friday 
night attempting the Fat Chick challenge at 
Benchwarmers. The challenge is one of a few 
in the area, offering prizes from shirts to cash 
for eating excessive amounts of food.
The Fat Chick was introduced about five 
years ago at Benchwarmers. The sandwich, ac-
cording to the restaurant’s menu, is “20 ounces 
of breaded chicken breast, way too much grilled 
bacon, loads of melted Monterey jack cheese and 
a mound of sautéed onions served on a toasted 
Kaiser roll,” served with a heaping helping of 
french fries. Those willing to take the challenge 
must eat the sandwich in 30 minutes to earn a 
T-shirt proclaiming “I Ate A Fat Chick.” 
Benchwarmers Manager Thomas Yengo esti-
mates that about one out of 10 students who try 
the challenge actually complete it. He said going 
out to eat in college is a social experience and 
started the challenge because it would be fun. 
“It’s amazing what college kids will do for a 
T-shirt,” Yengo said.
Radzwilla went in a group with three friends, 
freshman Joey Kaz, Steve Hill, the college’s Cath-
olic Community campus minister, and Mark 
Martin, a second year graduate student, to try the 
Fat Chick challenge. 
Hill said he has done eating challenges before 
to test his own limits.
“It’s for us who used to play sports but now 
can’t because we weren’t born with enough tal-
ent to go on to the next level,” Hill said. “It’s a 
way to live out your being a boy instead of being 
an adult.”
While all four started the challenge at the 
same time, with other friends cheering them on, 
none were successful in finishing the plate.
Senior Nate March tried the challenge twice, 
failing the first time and succeeding in his second 
attempt in winter  2009. 
He won the T-shirt but re-
fuses to wear it out, calling 
it “pretty tasteless.” He said 
the spontaneity of the sec-
ond try helped him finish all 
the food.
“I didn’t psych myself 
out the second time be-
cause it was such a spur 
of the moment decision 
to do it,” March said. “My 
stomach was empty. My 
metabolism was really high. It really wasn’t as 
painful the time I succeeded as the time I failed. 
The time I failed, I got done and was about to 
explode. The time I succeeded, I was like, ‘Yeah. 
That was pretty good.’”
March said even though he tried the Fat 
Chick, he finds eating contests disgusting.
“Competitive eating in general is just so un-
healthy,” March said. “It’s something I don’t mind 
doing every once in a while, doing something re-
ally extreme. But come on, America. Take care of 
your body.”
If the Fat Chick sandwich isn’t appealing, the 
restaurant also offers the Suicide Wings chal-
lenge. Participants in the challenge must first 
sign a waiver because the sauce is hot enough to 
blister the mouth. The challenger gets 30 minutes 
to finish 10 hot wings, with no drinks allowed. If 
they finish the challenge, they get a T-shirt that 
says, “I ate the Suicidal Wings at Benchwarmers 
and all I got is this stupid T-shirt.” 
Similar to Benchwarmers, Ithaca’s newest 
wing place, Buffalo Wild Wings, has its Blazin’ 
Challenge, in which a person must finish 12 
Blazin’ wings, the restaurant’s hottest, in six min-
utes without drinking or wiping his or her face. 
If completed, an individual gets a T-shirt with 
“Blazin’ Challenge Survivor” written on the front. 
Junior Mike Muraco did the Blazin’ Challenge 
while on a trip to The Ohio State University in 
the spring of 2010. He said doing the challenge 
wasn’t all fun.
“If you’ve ever watched the cartoon shows 
when steam comes out of your ears, I actually felt 
like I had vapor coming out of my ears,” he said. 
“My eyes were just watering. I was bawling. It just 
felt like my face was on fire.”
Muraco said though the challenge was pain-
ful, the thrill of finishing was worth it. 
“Whoever’s doing them, the spotlight is on 
them,” he said. “It’s just sort of funny. It’s just fun. 
Even though it’s painful, you feel proud of your-
self and people are just laughing at a good time.”
Wings Over Ithaca holds a competition ev-
ery September, where the restaurant gives away 
a $1,000 cash prize for the person who eats the 
most boneless wings in three minutes. 
Mitchell Blimm, manager of Wings Over 
Ithaca, said the contest isn’t limited to students, 
but many participate for the cash prize.
“A thousand dollars to start the semester 
off is a pretty good way to get yourself ahead,” 
he said. “So a lot of the guys come in and really 
want that money.”
Blimm said food and eating contests have 
become more important because it’s not only a 
social event but a basic human need.
“Food is something that drives the economy, 
and it drives people,” Blimm said. “You get up 
in the morning and you try to figure out where 
you’re going to eat for the day, and what you’re 
going to eat.”
Radzwilla said eating contests and overeating 
has carved itself a niche in American society.
“Eating is American,” Radzwilla said. “It’s sad-
ly taken on part of the culture, so it’s sort of like a 
sport in a twisted way.”
While Radzwilla, Hill, Kaz and Martin all 
failed the challenge, all of them agreed it was fun 
to try and was worth their money. And while Kaz 
and Martin said they would never do an eating 
competition again, Radzwilla already has his next 
one planned.





and take on 
eating contests
Freshman Joey Kaz eats the mound of fries and chicken in the Fat Chick challenge at benchwarmers on Friday night. He 
did the challenge with three other friends, but no one was able to finish all the food in the 30-minute time limit.
GraHam Hebel/THe ITHaCan
[accentuate]
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This week’s hits and misses
Hot or Not
Hot
Alexa Vega in Ian Stewart
This “Spy Kid” is all grown up, donning 
a bodiced ivory dress for her wedding. 
The strapless lace-up bodice top closes 
with ribbon in the lower back, while the 
front has vertical, detailed beading. 
The full skirt flatters Vega’s figure with 
well-placed gathers of the fabric adding 
dimension and volume to the bottom of 
the gown. The bow in the back creates 
a spirit of youthfulness perfect for the 
22-year-old bride. The dress evokes a 
classical silhouette while remaining 
modern and clean with its simple lines 
and youthful charm.
Lukewarm
Katy Perry in Elie Saab Haute Couture
While no one has seen pictures of her 
in the dress yet, Katy Perry is rumored 
to have worn a full tulle, Disney-princess 
ball gown at her wedding. The dress is 
an ornate blend of sequinned fabric, 
mesh layers and cool gray tones. While 
dramatic in volume and eye-catching 
in color, the dress looks more like a 
costume piece than a bridal gown. The 
layers of fabric near the bodice resemble 
silver leaves, and the capped sleeves 
add a matronly look. The dress is beauti-
ful and detailed from the waist up, but 
the skirt has too much tulle and mesh 
on top of a shiny, sequinned underskirt. 
The dress has no focus and is too busy 
for even Perry to handle.
Not
Crystal Bowersox in Tara Lynn
The blend of organic, hemp and cotton 
fabric in this dress creates a dull color 
and falls in an awkwardly straight line 
on American Idol season nine finalist 
Bowersox. A criss-crossed ribbon back 
looks more like a junior prom sale rack 
dress than something for a bride’s big 
day. On her lower back, covering her 
rear, is a fabric panel lined with sea-
shells, matching those strung in her 
hair. The thin straps create a halter in 
the front as well, making the dress look 
cheap and unflattering. The skirt also 
has a beaded sunflower pattern on the 
front, adding to the mismatch design. 
Assistant Accent Editor Kelsey Fowler 
addresses this fall’s celebrity wedding 
gowns from the simple to ornate.
At this point, there is no choice. I either talk, or 
I hibernate.
— Singer Mariah Carry finally confirming the persistent rumor that she and 
husband Nick Cannon are expecting a baby.
No tricks, just treats
From left, Sandy Hills, 6, Lindsay Baker, 2, Latasha Mallins, 15, and Hailey Baker, 4, paint in one of the Emerson Hall lounges Sunday 
during its Hall-oween. Faculty and staff bring their children to the residence hall to trick-or-treat from room to room every year.
RacHEL ORLOw/tHE itHacan
Riding the bus to school pales in comparison to Daniel 
Depaolis’s ride for spirit week. Depaolis, a senior at Ham-
ilton-Wenham Regional High School in Hamilton, 
Mass., dressed up as a knight  and rode his 
horse to school. However, having a horse 
is not allowed on school grounds, and 
Depaolis was suspended for two days. 
Depaolis’s dad said the principal of the school 
told him bringing the horse onto school grounds was 
equivalent to having a loaded firearm. Seems there’s no 
horsing around at this school.
— Kelsey Fowler
 
The number of hours photographer Tyler Shields went without sleep. 
He met his goal to remain awake for 40 continuous days, overcom-
ing fevers, headaches, eye pain and the loss of feeling in his legs. 
Guinness World Records officials say they won’t recog-
nize his attempt, though, because it’s too difficult to 
prove and so dangerous to try. If Shields really did 
go 40 days without sleep, he succeeded in doubling 
existing sleep deprivation records. He stayed busy 
by working on new photo shoots and said he found 
the most difficult part of the whole experience was 
trying to fall asleep the first time after more than a 
month without rest.
— Kelsey Fowler
More violence for Sheen  
New photos recently 
surfaced of “Two and a 
Half Men” star Charlie 
Sheen intoxicated in 
New York City’s Plaza 
Hotel lobby on the eve-
ning he caused $7,000 
worth of damage to his 
hotel room. The pho-
tos offer evidence that 
Sheen’s rampage was 
alcohol-fueled, contrary 
to what the star previ-
ously claimed. He was 
also alledgedly taking 
cocaine and in the com-
pany of porn star Capri 
Anderson, who claims 
he physically abused her 
during his violent out-
burst. Found incoherent 
and naked in the room, 
Sheen was taken to the 
hospital by police. He is 
still on probation from a 
domestic abuse incident 
involving his third wife, 
Brooke Mueller, in Au-
gust. On Monday, Sheen 
filed for divorce, citing ir-
reconcilable differences. 
In the last week, ratings 
for Sheen’s show have 
also skyrocketed. 
 — Kelsey Fowler
OOPS!
celebrity
STudENT rIdES HorSE To SCHooL 
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‘Some Girl(s)’ reveals relationships’ complications
by Kelsey Fowler 
AssistAnt Accent editor
Revisiting a bitter old girlfriend for closure is 
a challenge in and of itself, but facing every sin-
gle ex right before getting married is an entirely 
different story. 
That’s the plot of Neil LaButte’s play “Some 
Girl(s)” as performed by IC Players — a story of 
one man’s past relation-
ships and how he tries to 
change the girls’ views 
of him. As his fiancee 
eagerly awaits their 
coming nuptials, he 
flies across the country 
in search of his ex-girl-
friends on a mission to 
make sure he’s righted 
any wrongs.
Senior Alex Zenn 
said she chose to direct the play because she 
could relate to the journey the main character, 
Guy, takes to fix relationships from his past. 
“I have experienced something like this, only 
in girl form,” she said. “I’ve gone back and re-vis-
ited exes because I have to have resolution in a 
relationship. It hit home. I wanted to focus on the 
gender aspect of it too — the battle of the sexes. 
It’s a story about relationships, and I was fasci-
nated by that.”
The women in the show include Guy’s high 
school sweetheart, a free-spirited sexual part-
ner, an older professor and the only woman he 
truly loved — if he’s capable of love at all that is. It 
seems the scorned women are not so sure.
Sophomore Josh Johnston said playing Guy 
presented him with a number of difficulties he’s 
never faced before, especially since he never 
once leaves the stage.  
“I’d say my first challenge was vocal strength,” 
he said. “The first two times we read through the 
show I lost my voice. With each scene comes 
new variables with these opposing characters. 
Each character is so over-exaggerated that my 
emotions range from apologetic to defeated to 
excited, and it’s very difficult to switch from ab-
solute fear to a rushed sense of excitement.”
Zenn said because the script is character-
centric, she collaborated with the actors, letting 
them make choices about their past and onstage 
movement. Each actor was also responsible for 
bringing in their own costume, fitting into Zenn’s 
minimal set design. Guy meets all of the women 
in a hotel room, giving the actors only two beds 
and some side tables to work with in each scene.
“I gave them an assignment to tell me where 
the character is from, their biggest fear, favorite 
book, so on and so forth,” Zenn said. “It helps de-
velop the character. The show is only about the 
relationships and the characters in it.”
One of those characters is Sam, Guy’s high 
school sweetheart and current soccer mom, 
played by sophomore Sarah Hesseltine. She said 
while the show focuses on Guy’s relationships 
with the women, the audience learns about Guy 
through his interactions with them all.
“In each scene, you find so much out about 
Guy,” she said. “Each scene is really supposed to 
be about these women, but through that mirror 
you get to know Guy as a person really well.”
Hesseltine said she found becoming emo-
tionally charged at the end of her scene a difficult 
part of getting into her character. The tension 
builds as Sam discovers that after breaking up 
with her, Guy took another girl to prom. The fact 
that he got his night at prom and she didn’t is a 
breaking point for Hesseltine’s character.  
“When you’re not that person it’s hard to 
get in that mind-set,” she said. “It’s something 
she cares a lot about but to other people might 
seem very trivial. So even though this wouldn’t 
be upsetting to me, this is really upsetting to 
this woman.”
Sophomore Sarah Matte plays Tyler, the 
down-to-earth, sexually promiscuous ex. She 
said Guy gets burned by these women, forced to 
deal with criticism of their past relationships.
“He does every single bad thing someone can 
do in a relationship: cheat, lie, leave,” she said. 
“He’s done it at some point to every woman.”  
Johnston said because his character is por-
trayed as monstrous and vampire-like, he has to 
bring some humanity to Guy as well. He said the 
mix of drama and comedy makes the show work. 
“[The scenes] are all so different, but they’re 
all so great,” he said. “The funniest is definitely 
the last, and I’m geared more toward comedy so 
I very much enjoy that scene. It’s very intense and 
challenging to get into some of those lines and 
figure out what the characters are trying to get 
across in this short time.”
Because of the tumultuous relationships 
portrayed in the show, Matte said this play is 
perfect for a college audience struggling with 
relationships themselves.
“The show can be hard if any of it rings true in 
a relationship for you,” she said. “The emotion is 
all so concentrated with the interactions with the 
women. In college, people are very concerned 




Similar to many professors, 
Mike Titlebaum keeps his door 
open for students, but what sets 
him apart is his devotion to help 
them as soon as possible — even in 
the midst of an interview. 
Junior Emily Pecoraro came into 
Titlebaum’s office for help on a com-
position. The pair worked on her piece 
for 20 minutes until they were satisfied 
with her progress. He then returned to 
the interview.
Saxophonist, composer and all-
around music enthusiast, Titlebaum 
is in his third year as director of jazz 
studies at Ithaca College. In his time 
at the college, Titlebaum has strength-
ened the selective major with new 
classes and ensembles. 
Titlebaum said the saxophone and 
jazz has always been a part of his life.
“For me the saxophone has every-
thing,” he said. “It has warmth as well 
as some grit. It’s beautiful in both 
classical music settings and jazz.”
Titlebaum’s wife, Catherine Gale 
— also a lecturer in the program — 
said his all-around talents are what 
make him an effective teacher. 
“He has a wide range of musical 
strengths,” Gale said. “He’s a great 
player, he’s a good composer and 
he’s a very good teacher — very good 
with people.”
Titlebaum said he knows the im-
pact that seeing and playing music 
from a young age can have. Listening 
to jazz in Rochester, N.Y., where he 
grew up, was formative in developing 
his love of the style.
“I remember my mom took me to 
hear him at some bar; I was probably 
6 years old,” he said, referring to fam-
ily friend and drummer Brad Paxton. 
“I was just sort of captivated by the 
rhythmic feeling of the music.”
Titlebaum began playing the 
saxophone in fifth grade, and by the 
next year he had started composing 
with a neighborhood friend. Their 
friendly competition helped to make 
Titlebaum an even better musician.
“He was much better than me at 
first, so I really had to work hard to 
sort of catch up with him,” he said.
After attending the Eastman 
School of Music, he graduated in 
1991. He then went on to perform 
with a band in New York City and 
work as a software programmer. 
He was re-introduced to his love of 
teaching in 1995 when explaining the-
ory to a fellow musician one evening. 
“I saw the light go on over his head, 
and I realized I missed that,” Titlebaum 
said. “The moment when you’ve actu-
ally connected with someone, actually 
enhanced their understanding of the 
topic based on your understanding of 
the topic.”
Several years later, Steve Brown, 
then-director of jazz studies at the col-
lege, announced he was taking a sab-
batical year before his retirement, and 
the search began for his replacement. 
The opportunity was one Titlebaum 
could not pass up. 
“I heard about it and I told my wife, 
‘I gotta go for this. This is a fantastic 
opportunity,’” Titlebaum said. “She 
said, ‘All right, we’ll try it.”’
With that enthusiasm, Titlebaum 
has put his own stamp on the selec-
tive jazz studies major. This included 
adding an introductory jazz theory 
class, a third student jazz ensemble 
to meet the increasing  interest and a 
composition contest.
This year he introduced the Ithaca 
All-Star Jazz Invitational from 9 a.m. 
to 9 p.m. Saturday to spread the col-
lege’s program to high schoolers. He 
said it is a chance to target committed, 
pre-college jazz students. 
“I wanted an opportunity to recruit 
aspiring jazz musicians, to show them 
that we have a vibrant jazz program 
here,” Titlebaum said.
In addition, Titlebaum has added 
performances by the jazz faculty 
ensemble. Titlebaum said professor 
performances are excellent lessons 
for students. 
“It’s important for us as perfor-
mance teachers to do some perform-
ing,” he said. “We never want to say 
to our students, ‘Do what I say, not 
what I do.’”
Senior Lisa Meyerhofer, a flute 
performance and education double 
major, is taking Introduction to Jazz 
Studies with Titlebaum this semester. 
She said seeing teachers perform is an 
important lesson. 
“It gives [students] more to work 
with when we need more than just the 
facts,” she said. “[Titlebaum] can apply 
things a lot better to the real world.”
Sitting down at his piano, Title-
baum said even mistakes, which are 
not uncommon in jazz, can be a teach-
ing tool. He explained an instance 
when playing “In Your Own Sweet 
Way” by Dave Brubeck that he learned 
playing the wrong note could lead to a 
better one. 
“All these things are circling 
through my head, ‘Oh my gosh, I’m 
never going to be a successful musi-
cian,’” Titlebaum said. “Time stopped 
for a moment. And I realized, ‘Wait 
a second, I can fix this.’ You’re never 
more than a half step away from a 
better note.”
The All-Star Jazz Invitational will 
be an opportunity for the jazz stud-
ies program to grow. Titlebaum said 
it will be a fun day of jazz enthusiasts 
sharing their passion.
“It will just be one big day of learn-
ing and playing jazz,” he said.
Professor puts stamp on jazz major
From left, sophomores Sarah Matte, who plays Tyler, and Josh Johnston, who plays Guy, 
rehearse in Williams Hall last Thursday. The play follows Guy as he confronts all of his exes. 
Claudia PieTrzak/THe iTHaCan
From left, freshman itamar Gov-ari watches Mike Titlebaum, assistant 
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Wind quartet plays 
for wide audience
By Shea O’Meara 
Staff Writer
From the Whalen Center to 
Washington, D.C., the Zephyr Quar-
tet can be heard playing all kinds of 
music, ranging from modern saxo-
phone literature to the Muppets.
The Zephyr Quartet is an en-
semble of saxophone players created 
three years ago by Steve Mauk, profes-
sor and acting dean for the school of 
music, with his freshman saxophone 
studio. Beginning as a for credit and 
mandatory ensemble, Zephyr has 
developed into an active group of 
friends that play a range of music for 
traditional areas like nursing homes, 
cafés and concerts, as well as keep an 
upbeat and fun set list for children’s 
shows around Ithaca. 
Zephyr has three remaining of the 
four original members, including Sara 
Emery, Erika Friedman and Rachel 
Kininger. All founding members are 
junior saxophone and music educa-
tion double majors. The group has 
seen a one-person switch in the quar-
tet each year. They added junior Eric 
Troiano last year and will finish the se-
mester with the group. Next semester 
sophomore Erika St. Denis will take 
Troiano’s place. 
Mauk acted as the faculty adviser 
until becoming the acting dean last 
year and handing the quartet over to 
Tim Rosenberg, assistant professor of 
music performance. 
Rosenberg said he enjoys working 
with the group because they build on 
each other’s talents to improve.
“They play really well, and they 
really challenge each other and chal-
lenge themselves,” Rosenberg said. 
Though the quartet members no 
longer play for credit, they remain 
dedicated to precision in their per-
formance with weekly coaching and 
four to eight hours of group practice 
time per week. 
The Zephyr song collection in-
cludes not only tracks from “Star 
Wars,” “Mulan,” “The Muppets” and 
“Aladdin” but also classical and mul-
ticultural pieces. Emery said the 
group leans toward less well-known 
songs because the saxophone wasn’t 
invented until the 1800s. Emery said 
the group likes to have variety in their 
song selection.
“We’re really open to anything,” 
Emery said. “We like playing just 
about anything.”
The members’ taste in music is as 
varied as the pieces they choose to 
perform. The group said its most pres-
tigious and memorable experience 
was performing at the International 
Navy Symposium in Washington, 
D.C., in the winter of last year.  
“It was just so much fun play-
ing down at the Navy Symposium 
because we were playing for all of 
these amazing saxophone players 
from all over the world,” Emery said.
The members of Zephyr also play 
as a community service. This includes 
playing at children’s events and nurs-
ing homes. Kininger said when the 
group plays for children they shorten 
their typical works and turn the event 
into an educational experience.
“We play short, fast and fun 
songs,” Kininger said. “We try not to 
talk too much, but we introduce in-
struments. It’s cute because when we 
play they dance and come up to us.”
Emery said she enjoys playing for 
children, as it is a nice chance to play 
music for a less-influenced audience, 
as they have a blank slate as far as mu-
sical style and taste preferences.
“The great thing about kids is that 
at that age they have no bias toward 
music,” Emery said. “They don’t know 
what’s classical and what’s jazz — it’s 
all music to them.” 
The group has also spent time 
at local nursing homes, including 
Beachtree Care Center and Bridges 
Cornell Heights and enjoys visiting 
one of the first music professors at 
the college, Helene Wickstrom, at 
Longview. Emery said Zephyr prefers 
performing for the nursing home res-
idents outside of traditional holiday 
seasons because not as many people 
spend time visiting then. 
“During the holiday season there’s 
a plethora of people going to these 
places because it’s easy to think about, 
but during the middle of April they 
still like having visitors, but not as 
many people think of going,” she said. 
Having been together in and out 
of class, the three founding mem-
bers have grown to know each other 
well. Friedman said working with the 
group has given her a community 
she hopes will continue. 
“We started freshman year, and 
we’ve grown so much together,” she 
said. “We’ve gotten closer, and it’s 
something that you just want to keep 
doing and never want to stop.”
Despite busy schedules and other 
commitments, the three friends have 
remained loyal to the quartet, a quality 
Emery said sets them apart from other 
musical ensembles at the college. 
“It’s just our dynamic that we are 
such good friends,” she said. “All sum-
mer I couldn’t wait to come back to 
school and play with these guys again.” 
As a student, Dan Beers ’97 spent most of his 
time in the Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions working on films with other students. Now, 
the 35-year-old is using the skills he learned at 
school as the director of NBC’s new digital series 
“The Fact Checkers Unit.”
“The Fact Checkers Unit,” which features Bill 
Murray as well as celebrities such as Jon Heder 
and Alex Trebek, was the first online short to be 
shown at the Sundance Festival. The short was 
featured on FunnyOrDie.com, gaining over a 
million hits and has since developed into a digital 
web series posted on NBC.com. 
Chief Copy Editor Qina Liu talked with Beers 
about his show, how he succeeded after college 
and how students can follow in his footsteps. 
Qina Liu: Tell me a little more about “The Fact 
Checkers Unit.” Where did you get the idea?
Dan Beers: I’ve written some pieces before 
for Vanity Fair and there’s a person who would 
call me from the fact-checking department, 
and they would ask me some questions on the 
article. I always thought it was a funny job for 
people I’ve never met to just call me and be re-
ally intense, grilling me about this article and 
about writing the article. So that was always 
something I had in the back of my head. So 
[fellow writers] Brian [Sacca], Pete [Karinen] 
and I met, and they had a couple other ideas, 
and these two characters who were actually 
kind of cop-like characters. Out of these ideas, 
we turned it into the idea that exists: “The Fact 
Checkers Unit,” who are the two fact checkers 
who work at this men’s magazine.
QL: Where did this idea take you?
DB: This past year, NBC came on board to do 
this in a web series, which is amazing because 
we always hoped that we could get the oppor-
tunity again to do it. So we started writing in 
April and we shot it, of course, in June. And we 
shot eight webisodes in 12 days, which is a lot, 
and we got great people to be in it — Jon Heder, 
Alex Trebek — so it was a lot of fun.
QL: You mentioned through all this that you 
met your fellow writers Peter Karinen and 
Brian Sacca, who also play the fact checkers on 
your show, before filming. How important was 
networking through all this?
DB: Everything I’ve gotten in my career has been 
through networking — just getting out there 
and pushing yourself and trying to meet more 
people. It’s one of those things that I didn’t learn 
as much when I was younger — how much you 
have to get out there and meet people.
QL: Did you ever imagine that this is where you 
would be today?
DB: I would hope so. I was one of those dorks 
who made movies when they were 12 years 
old, so it has always been something I hoped 
to do, and I have been always wanting to make 
movies ever since I was a little kid. I was a 
video store clerk, so I would hope that I would 
be here, and I have been doing it, so it’s been 
great. I feel so lucky to be doing something 
you’re passionate about, and actually earning 
income as well by doing it. It’s the best. 
QL: How did your education at Ithaca College 
play into your career?
DB: One of the reasons I chose Ithaca was the 
ideology of the school itself, or at least in the film 
school and Park School, was that as a freshman, 
you just went out and made things. During my 
first years there, I remember being handed a 
camera and just going out and doing things. 
QL: You said networking has been an important 
part of your success. Do you have any other ad-
vice for aspiring film students who want to do 
what you are doing right now?
DB: In truth, being a film student or trying to get 
a job in the filmmaking career is really hard. A 
lot of people want to do it. It’s competitive. It’s 
really hard, so my advice would be if you don’t 
really want to do it, don’t do it because you won’t 
end up making it. … The first [thing] you need to 
do is you have to ask yourself if this is the thing 
that you want to do. If the answer is yes, then you 
have to go intern early, if you can, and get out 
there. You have to meet people because the more 
people you know, the better you are — just being 
prepared that it’s not going to be a simple calling. 
You really have to work harder than anything else 
in the world.
QL: How did you get through the hardships?
DB: I just really didn’t want to do anything else. I 
always wanted to make films as a kid and just my 
drive and passion. I took odd jobs as I needed to, 
but I was lucky as well. I met a really good group 
of people. … You have to go out there and work 
so hard, because there’s so many people out there 
who want your job. So you have to prove to them 
that you want it more, that you’ll work harder 
than anyone else. There are thousands of people 
out there for at least one job.
Alum directs NBC digital series
From left, junior Erika Friedman, sophomore Erika St. Denis and juniors Eric Troiano and Rachel Kininger practice 
last Thursday in the School of Music. The group, the Zephyr Quartet, plays for nursing homes and children’s events.
NaTE BicKEll/ThE iThacaN
From left, Pauley Perrette as herself, director Dan Beers and Pete Karinen as Russell work on 
“Fact checker’s Unit.” in this episode, Russell is trying to find out Perrette’s natural hair color. 
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Accent editor
From a 15th-century woodcut depicting the 
scene of the Fall of Man with vine-covered, leafy 
trees to a print of a tree farm in China littered 
with plastic bags, the latest exhibit at the Herbert 
F. Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell University 
looks at trees from all angles. 
“Trees and Other Ramifications: Branches 
in Nature and Culture” at 
the Johnson Museum is pre-
dominantly a collection of 
prints, drawings, books and 
photographs meant to offer 
an open-ended look at some 
of the ways trees have been 
meaningful to humanity and 
the continued importance of 
the natural world. It includes a 
variety of pieces — from 15th-century etchings 
to modern prints and photographs. The works 
explore a number of themes  including evolution, 
family lineage, environmental awareness and hu-
mans’ relation to nature. 
Between the varieties of media, the exhibition 
offers an interesting and thought-provoking look 
at humanity, nature and its importance. The fact 
that the pieces explore such a range of themes on 
one subject gives the collection its strength. 
Stepping into the exhibit, the visitor is immedi-
ately drawn to a compilation photograph, “Structure 
of Thought 15,” by Mike and Doug Starn. The piece 
shows an ailing Camperdown Elm in New York 
City that is dying from Dutch elm disease. Its thick 
branches are shown in black with a gloomy green 
sky. The piece is a striking introduction to the rest 
of the collection. Covering almost an entire wall, it 
gives the viewer a first look at the impressive beauty 
of trees as well as one of the themes in the rest of the 
show — the issues facing the natural world. 
Other pieces in the collection show some of 
the current problems in the environment. Most 
notably, the prints by Pok Chi Lau explore some 
of the destruction humanity has inflicted on na-
ture. In the black and white print “Lone Lychee 
Tree, Shenzhen, China,” one tree sits atop a 
mound of dirt in the middle of a pond next to a 
city development. The tree was the only survivor 
in an excavated lychee orchard. The long expanse 
of blank color in the water surrounding the tree 
helps to subtly emphasize its loneliness.  
In contrast, a print by Klaus Staeck called “A 
New Life Blossoms from the Ruins” explores the re-
silience of nature and its ability to reclaim an area 
once it is abandoned by humanity. The print shows 
gray highway roads overlapping and linking togeth-
er, while a bright green tree grows up through them. 
Shown together, these pieces are also examples of 
how the exhibit as a whole looks at a range of themes 
— sometimes even contradictory ones — but this 
only works to make it more interesting. 
The organization and physical display of the 
pieces likewise help to reveal the collection’s themes. 
On one wall, a print of the branching and twisting 
retinal arteries and veins in a person’s eye by Har-
old Eugene Edgerton called “White of the Eye” is 
shown just above a close-up image of an orchard. 
The photograph shows long, black lines in the eye 
linking together in a similar way the digital print by 
Tanaka Ryohei “Trees #3” below shows the branches 
of peach, cherry or plum trees growing and bending. 
Theses pieces displayed side by side help to show the 
relation humans have to the natural world.
“Trees and Other Ramifications” gives its view-
ers an all-inclusive look at trees through time. It 
gives a glimpse of them as aesthetic wonders, points 
of biological study and pieces of inspiration. Because 
it offers such a wide range of topics, it beautifully 
confronts viewers with the importance of a subject 
most people pass by each day. 
“Trees and Other Ramifications: Branches in 
Nature and Culture” will show at the Herbert F. 
Johnson Museum of Art now until Jan. 2. It was 
organized by Stephen Goddard, senior curator of 
prints and drawings at the Spencer Museum of Art 
at the University of Kansas.
Art branches out with pieces on trees
Juniors Kelsie Phelan (front) and Dana Kohut view Jacques Hnizdovsky’s woodcut “Copper Beach” at 
the Herbert F. Johnson Museum yesterday. The exhibit offers an open-ended look at the roles of trees.
ClauDia PieTrzaK/THe iTHaCan
by Lara bonner 
chief proofreAder
Brooklyn duo Matt and Kim’s 
new album, 
“Sidewalks,” is a 
stream of infec-
tiously catchy 
music with few 
missteps. After 
the success-
ful release of its 
sophomore al-
bum, “Grand,” the band gained 
momentum on Indie dance floors. 
“Sidewalks,” named after an 
experience the duo had blast-
ing the album on the streets of 
Brooklyn, is a strong follow-up 
album that packs a lot of power in 
each track.
The first single, “Cameras,” 
combines the deep, swanky com-
mand of a tuba, a bouncy melody 
and the driving force of atypical 
percussion to make a continuously 
surprising and danceable hit.
“Ice Melts” has some eerily fa-
miliar notes and may strike listen-
ers as a little like “Daylight” from 
their last album. Cheesy lyrics 
don’t help the song’s case either.
The rest of the album picks 
up the tempo with criss-crossing 
synths, clanging bells and punchy 
sing-along choruses. Though a 
few songs fall flat, “Sidewalks” is 
still worth playing on repeat.
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the debut album from 
a new psychedelic band 
“Mini Mansions” will 
please fans of the genre. 
Backed by a powerful 
piano, ghostly vocals pro-
pel each song forward.




Groovy band Jamiroquai 
returns from a four-year 
hiatus with a lo-fi album 
that makes for more 
organic tunes. the album 





the fifth album by these 
punk-rockers features 
tracks ranging from upbeat 
songs to a new “mature” 
sound. Some songs, like 
an ode to one member’s 
daughter, are a bit too 
sweet to handle.
thursday
Scott Pilgrim vs. the 
World, is the story of one 
nerd’s battle to win the heart 
of his ideal girl by defeating 
her ex-boyfriends. the movie 
will show at 8 p.m. in textor 
102. tickets are $2.
friday
the Final battle, a student-
written musical based on the 
last 200 pages of “harry potter 
and the deathly hallows,” the 
final novel in the seven-book 
series, will screen at 7 p.m. in 
textor 101. Admission is free.
saturday
Stop Kiss, a play presented by 
Standing room only performing 
Arts company, is the story of 
two friends-turned-lovers. there 
will be performances in clark 
Lounge at 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
tickets are $3 at the door.   
the Laramie Project, a play 
based on interviews from resi-
dents of the town of Laramie, 
Wyo., following the death of 
Matthew Shepard, a victim of 
gay violence, will be read by a 
cast at 2 p.m. in dillingham 
Studio 5. Admission is free.
sunday
tie-Dye bonanza, sponsored 
by ic circle K, will feature 
tie-dye in the pub from 7 to 
9 p.m. Attendees can bring 
something to dye or buy a shirt 
there. the event includes live 




kings of Leon goes modern 
with simpler fifth album
by MeGan DevLin 
StAff Writer
From a garage in Nashville to a 
studio in L.A., Kings of Leon say 
goodbye to their Southern roots and 
artistically embrace 
their modern image 
in the band’s fifth al-
bum release, “Come 
Around Sundown.”
With fewer spo-
radic guitar scales 
and forceful croon-
ing, the band has 
matured with more 
ballad instrumentals 
and sincere vocals.
Beginning with the first released 
track, “The End,” the band reflects on 
its successes and pays tribute to its 
1980s country rock inspirations. In 
“Back Down South,” the band remi-
nisces about the romantic Southern 
life it would have led had it not chosen 
fame. The song’s honky-tonk sound 
and pulsating beat celebrate the heart 
and soul of country.
The band’s allegiance to a reserved 
musical intimacy in this album has 
skimped on the artists’ original tal-
ents. What used to be a mix of rock 
and roll, country and light psychede-
lia, Kings of Leon’s cleaner sound has 
lost some of its authenticity.
Though the album hardly fea-
tures primitive-sounding selections 
like the band’s former billboard hit 
“Sex on Fire,” minor vocal wails and 
electric guitar slides in “Radioactive” 
still pay tribute to Kings of Leon’s 
college-rock years.
Slowing down the pulsating 
snare and rebuilding it to its original 
rhythm, drummer Nathan Followill 
carries “Pick Up Truck.” Pulses of per-
cussion continue with lighter sounds 
in songs like “The Face.” Tracks like 
“Mi Amigo” incorporate mainstream 
choruses and familiar instrumentals.
Now, with lighter instrumental so-
los mirroring narrative lyrics in songs 
like “Pyro,” Kings of Leon embodies 
a more serious rock. The sound is 
intended to resonate with both long-
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9:25 p.m. (excluding Monday) 
and Weekends 4:25 p.m.
heartbreaker 
7:15 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:15 p.m.
it’s kind of a funny story HH
9:35 p.m. and  
Weekends 4:35 p.m. 
Journey from the fall 
7 p.m. Tuesday only
may i be frank 
7 p.m. Thursday only
never let me go HHHH
7:20 and 9:30 p.m. and   
Weekends 2:20 and 4:30 p.m.
soul kitchen 
7:25 p.m. excluding Thursday and 
Weekends 2:25 p.m.
you will meet a tall dark 
stranger
7:05 and 9:10 p.m. and  
Weekends 2:10 and 4:20 p.m.
waiting for superman 
7:30 and 9:30 p.m., except Tuesday 




12:30 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 6:40 p.m., 
9:50 p.m.
Jackass 3d HHH
12:15 p.m., 1 p.m., 3:20 p.m.,  
4:20 p.m., 5:40 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 
8:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m., 10:30 p.m.
life as we know it 
12:25 p.m., 3:10 p.m.
paranormal activity 2 HH
1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 4:40 p.m.,  
5:20 p.m., 7 p.m., 8 p.m., 9:20 p.m.,  
10:20 p.m. 
red HH
1:10 p.m., 4:10 p.m., 6:50 p.m.,  
9:30 p.m.
saw 3d H
2:50 p.m., 5:10 p.m., 7:40 p.m.,  
10 p.m.
secretariat HH
12:40 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 6:20 p.m., 
9:15 p.m.
the social network HHHH
1:40 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7:20 p.m., 
10:10 p.m.
the town HHH
1:20 p.m., 5 p.m., 7:50 p.m.,  
10:40 p.m.
cornell cinema
104 Willard Straight Hall 255-3522
For more information, visit  
http://cinema.cornell.edu.
Historical horse movie gets off track 
by A. MAureen tAnt 
ConTribuTinG WriTEr
The horse movie tends to be an 
infallible genre. Its appeals to the 
young and old, male and female 
demographics, meaning a poten-
tially huge profit. 
In Walt Disney’s 
“ S e c r e t a r i a t ,” 
however, the mass 
appeal is so acces-
sible, it comes off 
as pedestrian.
The story re-
volves around Penny Chenery (Diane 
Lane) whose father, Chris Chenery 
(Scott Glenn), built a horse-breeding 
empire from scratch. Chris is senile, 
so when Penny’s mother dies, she 
must take over the business. 
After Chris’ death, Penny has a $6 
million inheritance tax to deal with 
as a part of settling his estate. Rather 
than selling their horses to pay the 
debt, she chooses to train and race 
a new colt, Secretariat, against her 
husband and brother’s advice.
The film, a true story, is rough 
in almost all technical respects, but 
especially in its strange, forced cam-
era movements and choppy editing. 
Acting-wise, John Malkovich gives 
a brilliant performance as Lucien 
Laurin, Secretariat’s trainer, but is 
overshadowed by the jarring  and 
unnecessary costume choice to have 
him don a new fedora in each scene. 
Only in the film’s horse races 
does the movie convey some sem-
blance of balance. It doesn’t spoil 
anything to disclose Secretariat 
wins all but one of his races. But 
there is no suspension of disbelief 
here. At the start of each scene, it’s 
easy to see where things are headed, 
especially since it’s a true story. 
When Penny wants to hire a 
jockey known for riding the horses 
too hard, for example, it’s easy to 
guess how the scene will play out. 
She’s tough, he’s arrogant; then 
Penny admits, “I want you because 
you’re the best,” and he agrees to 
work for her. 
Lane plays the “woman who has 
it all,” never fazed by the stress of 
managing a business or spending 
months away from her family. She 
breaks down in one scene, but the 
image doesn’t linger. Her perfor-
mance rings true as an ideal woman.
The movie does feature beau-
tiful shots of the horses, but the 
human characters take secondary 
priority, as they come and go arbi-
trarily. Family friend Bull Hancock 
(Fred Thompson) seems to exist 
only to be quietly killed off early on. 
The scenes feel labored and 
slow. Instead of a fast editing style, 
the movie takes too much time 
explaining every minuscule detail 
rather than focusing and develop-
ing any dramatic climax. It’s closer 
to a Hallmark TV presentation than 
feature film: insignificant scenes re-
main, like when Penny’s daughter 
overhears a fight between her par-
ents that never goes anywhere, and 
dramatic peaks are sanded down.
The tedium partially stems from 
poor timing. The story takes place 
over four years and feels like a series 
of History Channel re-enactments: 
two nearly identical horse racing 
scenes appear side by side out of the 
six total.
Several arrhythmic pans and cuts 
reveal the editor’s indecisiveness 
when it comes to the film’s shots. 
While there are no new innovations, 
it does fulfill one family-friendly con-
vention — a happy ending. Because 
the film focuses so intently on the 
details, though, the dramatic climax 
is lost. Movies aren’t supposed to be 
this realistic. When they are, like in 
“Secretariat,” they’re just bland. 
“Secretariat” was written by 
William Nack and Mike Rich and 
directed by Randall Wallace.
Penny Chenery (Diane Lane) gives words of encouragement to her horse Secretariat before a race in Disney’s movie 
based on the real-life racehorse. The horse won the Triple Crown in 1973, breaking two records that still stand. 
CourTeSy of WaLT DiSney PiCTureS
Weak screenplay 
kills deathly film 
by MAtthew r. reis 
STaFF WriTEr
Actor Matt Damon goes back to his roots as a 
dramatic actor in the restrained film “Hereafter.” 
Despite the film being billed as “Inception” with 
a psychic, “Hereafter” turns 
out more dull than thrilling.
“Hereafter” intertwines 
the stories of three char-
acters: George Lonnegan 
(Matt Damon), a reluctant 
psychic in the United States, 
Marie (Cécile de France), 
a French TV reporter and Marcus (George 
McLaren), a boy mourning the sudden death of 
his older brother. 
The dialogue is weak, but the leads pick up 
the slack thanks to their emotionally-charged 
acting. De France brings vulnerability to Marie 
that is sexy and realistic. Damon rules the screen 
with his commanding presence. He reeks of sor-
row, yet carries himself confidently. 
The film is about learning to deal with loss, 
but each character has distinct problems that are 
too different to try to lump together. Just as the 
ghoulish feel of the movie is ingrained into the 
plot, the picture becomes a romance flick when 
Lonnegan meets Melanie (Bryce Dallas Howard) 
in a cooking class. The romance is charming but 
completely irrelevant and it doesn’t work with 
the underlying grief present throughout the film.
Clint Eastwood’s unclear direction is recti-
fied largely in the editing room. Editors Joel Cox 
and Gary D. Roach manage the film’s three lin-
ear plot lines nicely. However, at two hours and 
nine minutes, it runs a half hour too long and 
becomes boring. 
Tom Stern’s cinematography is gorgeous for 
its well-framed action and motivated lighting. 
He successfully conveys the supernatural feeling 
Eastwood is after with cool blue tones, heavy use 
of shadows and great camera work.
The movie’s musical score complements the 
visuals perfectly. Part hopeful and part somber, 
Eastwood’s score helps fill in the gaps left by the 
drawn-out pacing in the script.
The film opens with a destructive roar but 
ends with barely a whimper. The decidedly weak 
screenplay forces Damon to carry the film with 
his terrific performance. It doesn’t take a psychic 
to tell that without Damon’s steamy chemistry 
with de France and Howard, the film would be 
a train wreck.  
“Hereafter” was written by Peter Morgan and 
directed by Clint Eastwood.
George Lonnegan (Matt Damon) plays a psychic 
with a connection to the afterlife in “Hereafter”.







by jAMes hAsson 
STaFF WriTEr
With its disjointed story, underwhelming 
gore and uninteresting characters, “Saw 3D” 
is indistinguishable from others in the series.
Four films after the death of Jigsaw (To-
bin Bell), his apprentice 
Detective Mark Hoffman 
(Costas Mandylor) has 
escaped from a trap set by 
Jigsaw’s ex-wife, Jill (Betsy 
Russell). He plots revenge 
against the scheming 
widow with a series of murders in Jigsaw’s 
iconic style.
Fans will find nothing revolutionary in 
terms of gore or machines. The blood is un-
realistically over exaggerated. A simple tooth 
pulling becomes ridiculous as a pool of blood 
forms below. The 3-D is forgettable as it flings 
out a few bits of gore at most.
The shallowness of the characters is too 
great. It’s easy to appear emotional when a 
character’s entire existence involves panicking 
in terrifying situations and trying to stay alive. 
Most of this paltry 90-minute film takes 
place in flashback, used to support twists that 
are not surprising and create a choppy narrative 
throughout the film. 
“Saw 3D” commits itself to the same elabo-
rate mutilation that has made the series so 
popular. Yet when it covers material that was 
presented in six other movies over the past six 
years, it can be hard to call this final chapter 
anything else but redundant. 
“Saw 3D” was written by Patrick Melton 
and Marcus Dunstan and directed by 
Kevin Greutert.
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for rent                    
IthacaEstatesRealty.com 
(1,2,3,4,5 & 8 Bedroom Units) 
Now Preleasing for 2011-2012
918 Danby Rd. 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths,
furnished, fireplace, lake view, off- 
street parking, walk to campus. 
For showing call 273-9300 or 227-1076. 
View online:  
IthacaEstatesRealty.com
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 4 bedrooms,
furnished, 2 baths, fireplace, sun- 
room, off-street parking, next to 
campus. For showing call 273-9300 
or 227-1076. View online: 
IthacaEstatesRealty.com
An apartment with no hassle. Hudson
Heights Studio Apartments are located 
next to IC. There are a few  
openings for the spring semester. 
We are also renting for the next school 
year 2011-2012 $585/m starting June 
1 - August 15th, 2011. We will also rent 
a few fall term 6 months (July-December) 
at $750/month. The rent includes: 
furniture, all utilities, parking, garbage  
and recycling, with laundry rooms on the 
complex. Call Cliff at 607-273-8473  
cell 280-7660 for an appointment.  
Website www.hhithaca.com
4 BR, 2 bath house on lower Hudson 
St. with off-street parking, available 
August 2011, Call 351-1835  
for more info
2011-2012 Great houses/apts we 
have places with 1 up to 13 Brs 
furnished, laundry, free parking, 
reasonable rent. Professionally  
managed by working landlords. 
See http://ithaca-apts.com. 
Call Tom at 607-227-3153.
Beautiful and spacious 3 to 4 BR 
apartment available for 2011-12 year.  
(Start August). Recently remodeled. 
Completely furnished. On-site laundry and 
parking. Walking distance to Commons. 
Contact ck236@cornell.edu or 
607-262-0378. Must have 24 hr notice.
2010-11 Six-bedroom: 
3 bedrooms/unit, 201 Prospect St.
Fully furnished, appliances including dish 
washers, microwaves, 2 full bathrooms/unit 
spacious dining rooms, laundry 
facilities, utilities and private parking included 
Please call: 607.272.6889 or  
email: jag1023@hotmail.com
4 bedroom apt. on Hudson St. 
Available August 3, 2011 
$2,040 plus utilities 
273-3931
3 - bedroom 221 Pennsylvania Avenue 
5 - bedroom 166 Kendall Avenue 
Call Jeff 607-279-6052.
11-12 THREE OR FOUR BDRM TOWNHS
furnished, non-coin laundry, balconies 
parking 10/12 mo lease call  
607-323-1813 or 607-273-8576
Beautiful House on Cayuga Lake 
5 minutes to downtown Ithaca 
3 or 6 people. Access to Lake.  
Wood floors, laundry, decks, 3 1/2 baths 
Call Ann 607-327-0357.
SPACIOUS HOUSES AVAILABLE TO RENT 
For 2011-2012 School Year 4, 5, 6 Bed. 
with parking, large beds, convenient 
location. Don’t wait call today 
after 2pm at 272-5210
NICE 8-9 BEDR HOUSE ON HUDSON ST. 
For 11-12, 4 baths, 3 kitchens & 3 
living rooms, free parking & free 
laundry on premises for more info. 
call 607-272-8343 / cell 607-339-5112
1 bedroom apt. on Hudson St. 
Available June 3, 2011 
$615 plus utilities 
273-3931
2 bedroom apt. on Hudson St. 
Available June 3, 2011 
$1,020 plus utilities 
273-3931
3,4,5 BR houses for 11-12 school yr, 
furnished, maintenance, parking 
free. Close to IC entrances. Very clean, 
11 mo. lease. Call 607-220-8779.
1,2 BR apts for 11-12 school yr. 
Utilities, cable, wireless, parking 
included. Furnished, near IC entrances 
11 mo. lease. Call 607-220-8779
Spacious modern 4 BR near IC/
Commons. Furnished, laundry, 
parking. 10/12 mo lease. Avail 
June 2011. Must see! 279-1593
Now Renting 2011-2012 school  
year. 1,3,4,5 bedroom apts and 
houses close to I.C. Fully  
furnished with off-street 
parking. For appt. 
call 607-592-0150
Now renting for 2011-2012 
1-9 bedroom apartments and houses 
on South Hill and Downtown. 
Call today or visit our website at: 
www.CertifiedPropertiesInc.com 
Certified Properties of TC, Inc. 
607-273-1669
Find Your Next Apartment at 
www.IthacaRents.com 
No Scams! Searchable! Free!
SerVICeS     
   Equestrians Wanted:
Corner Haven Farms offers English 
lessons, boarding and showing 
opportunities for all levels. 
www.cornerhavenfarm.com 












Spacious modern 4+4 BR duplex
near IC/Commons. Rent 1 or both. 
Furnished/laundry/parking. Available 
June 2011. Must see! 279-1593
Fully furnished Ithaca College 
student houses. Located on  
Kendall Ave. Available 2011-2012 
school year. Call 607-273-9221.
Your day is not
complete without
The Ithacan online.
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5 Help go wrong
9 Cadillac mfr.
12 Aloha State port
13 Is on the go
14 Gehrig of baseball
15 “May it not be an —!”
16 Late afternoon, maybe (2 
wds.)
18 Had an address
20 Drive forward
21 Look at
22 Bart, to Lisa
23 Avalanche




33 Kind of dressing
36 Dog show designation
38 Deadly snake
39 Plunging neckline














4 — up (paid)
5 Go along with
6 Modem word
7 Magazine execs
8 Jeans go-with (hyph.)












29 Kept up the fire
31 Drink like Rover
34 Cafe au —
35 Writer Allende
36 Coal seam










Peanuts® By Charles Schulz
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S S T S C U D N E S S
H A D S C R E W
O B E L I S K O R A T E
V I R M O E M A R I N
A B S E S T L E A D
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dormin’ norman By Jonathan Schuta ’14
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Breaking 
down
As fall sports shift their focus to the postseason,  







The women’s cross country team has 
prepared all season long for its next meet — 
the NCAA Atlantic Region Championship, 
which will be held Nov. 13 at SUNY-Oneonta. 
Ranked fifth in the most recent United 
States Track & Field and Cross Country 
Association of America Atlantic Region 
ranking, the Bombers will be fighting for a 
spot at the NCAA Championships. 
If the Bombers earn a ticket to the NCAAs 
in Waverly, Iowa, it will be the 11th straight 
year Head Coach Bill Ware and the Blue and 
Gold have qualified for nationals.  
The squad has overcome injuries, losses 
and a tough start to the season. After placing 
sixth at the Oneonta Airfield Invitational in 
early September, the Bombers have worked 
back toward the top of the regional stand-
ings, placing second at the New York State 
Collegiate Track Conference Championship 
and winning the Empire 8 conference title.
Junior Heidi Baumbach, who has been 
named Empire 8 Runner of the Week seven 
times, has led the Bombers all season.  
“We just want to keep working hard, 
trust in our training and not doubt our-
selves,” Baumbach said. “We are running for 
each other now, as a team.”
— Chris Lotsbom
Throughout the season, the men’s cross 
country team could be described about the 
same way after every meet. Week after week, 
the Bombers’ “strong showing” paced them 
toward their fourth Empire 8 Championship 
last weekend. 
At the conference championships, it was 
not an opponent who senior captain John 
Davis had to defeat, but fellow teammate and 
graduate student Bill Way, as the two crossed 
the finish line just steps apart.   
While several runners experienced in-
dividual success, it was the team as a whole 
that brought the Blue and Gold seven top-10 
finishes this year. The great number of ac-
complishments and running at a high level 
all season have prepared the Bombers for 
the NCAA Atlantic Region Championship 
on Nov. 13 as they will aim to qualify for the 
NCAA Championships on Nov. 20. 
“The team’s mentality, at least to me, it 
seems to be to just keep on doing what we’re 
doing,” Way said. “[The NCAA Atlantic Re-
gion Championship],  you know with all the 
pressure, for us it’s still just another race. 
We’re all just going to go out there and do 
the best that we can on that day and run as 
close together as we can.”
— Thomas EschenJunior Heidi Baumbach
graHam HeBel/tHe itHacan
graduate student Bill Way
graHam HeBel/tHe itHacan
The volleyball team pulled out all of 
the stops at the Empire 8 Crossover in Ben 
Light Gymnasium on Oct. 22-23 to nab the 
Empire 8 regular season title.
The South Hill squad finished the regular 
season with an Empire 8 conference record of 
7–1, which includes a victory against three-
time defending conference champion Stevens 
Institute of Technology.
The Blue and Gold have an overall re-
cord of 20–14. After winning the Empire 
8 regular season title, the South Hill squad 
gets the privilege to host the Empire 8 
Championships on its home court tomor-
row as the No. 1 seed. The Bombers have a 
perfect record of 9–0 at home this season.
With the Empire 8 Championships be-
ginning tomorrow, junior Chelsea Hayes 
said there’s one other challenge standing in 
the team’s way.
“The hardest thing we face now is tim-
ing,” Hayes said. “The postseason comes 
really quickly, and it’s a lot of games in a 
short amount of time. It’s also that time 
of the year that we start getting tired and 
overwhelmed, so we really have to buckle 
down and keep our focus to extend our 





graduate student liz masucci
kelsey o’connor/tHe itHacan
With two games remaining in the season, the football team, 
standing at 6–2 overall and 3–1 in the Empire 8 conference, 
needs some help in order to reach the NCAA playoffs. 
Ithaca is currently tied with St. John Fisher College for sec-
ond place in the conference, a half game behind conference 
leader Alfred University. The Bombers play Alfred on Saturday, 
and a victory in that game, coupled with a Springfield College 
victory over Fisher, would give the Bombers a share of the con-
ference title and a shot at the playoffs.
The Empire 8 champion is guaranteed a spot in the play-
offs. The Blue and Gold, however, do not fare well in the 
tiebreakers, having already lost to Fisher. If the Bombers and 
Fisher both win, Fisher will win the conference based on its 
victory against the Bombers earlier this season.
Senior quarterback Rob Zappia, who leads a Bombers’ 
offense averaging almost 250 passing yards per game, said 
while the passing game will be key, it will take a balanced 
performance from the team to succeed.
“We just have to keep winning,” Zappia said. “We’re 
focused on what we can control. Alfred is a good football 
team but we’re playing really well right now and if our 
defense keeps playing like this we feel like we have a good 
shot against anyone.”
— Harlan Green-Taub





The women’s soccer team closed out 
the regular season with a 3–0 victory 
against Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
on Saturday. The Bombers’ next challenge 
is the Empire 8 tournament, which will be 
hosted by top-seeded Nazareth College on 
Saturday in Rochester, N.Y.
The Bombers will face Stevens Institute 
of Technology in the semifinal Saturday, 
and with a win, they will play the winner of 
the second semifinal between Nazareth and 
Rochester Institute of Technology on Sunday. 
Graduate student and midfielder/defen-
sive back Liz Masucci said the team is focused 
on what needs to be done to give it the best 
chance to succeed. 
“Right now we’re just sticking to our game 
plan and getting out the kinks,” Masucci said. 
“We’re looking to come out there with two 
wins this weekend and then move on to the 
NCAA tournament. Right now we just have 
to take things one game at a time.”
With a 12–3–1 record this season, the 
squad will look to continue its recent post-
season success. The Bombers, ranked 11th 
in the National Soccer Coaches Association 
of America poll, have made it to the NCAA 
quarterfinals each of the past three seasons.
— Jesse Cases





Casey Musarra is a senior 
televison-radio major. Contact her 
at cmusarr1@ithaca.edu.
Intense fans are a staple across sports — whether it’s the New York Yankees’ “Bleacher 
Creatures” or the Green Bay 
Packers’ “Cheeseheads.” At Ithaca 
College, one of the most dedi-
cated fan bases isn’t for one of 
the typically considered “major” 
sports, though. It’s for the swim-
ming and diving teams.
Senior Brian Rettger said the 
group of swim fans (much different 
from that of the movie) formed like 
most other groups of friends — 
they either lived with or near one 
another early in their college days. 
After transferring to the college 
his sophomore year, Rettger got 
paired with a random roommate, 
then-sophomore Joe Gage, who 
at the time was one of the best 
swimmers on the team. Gage 
has since transferred to Cornell 
University and does not swim for 
the team there, but he rides out his 
glory days in the stands at the Hill 
Center Pool.
“I love the team, and I love the 
sport,” Gage said. “I don’t think I 
could’ve gone cold turkey on that. 
It was definitely important to me to 
stay in contact with everybody.”
Gage said considering he goes 
to school just a hill away and still 
lives with many swimmers, it 
was easy to make the transition 
from the pool to the stands and 
become what some consider the 
“swim groupies.”
Rettger said “groupie” doesn’t 
really fit the context of the fans and 
friends of the swimmers, though.
“Groupie implies that we’re 
doing it with the swim team,” he 
said. “I make a point of not get-
ting involved with swim people 
— girls, actually. That just gets 
messy sometimes. I don’t really 
like having a group like that.”
Rettger said the group consists 
of about 10 regulars with others 
who come and go less frequently. 
The group tends to revolve more 
around the men’s swimming and 
diving team but also follows the 
women’s team, he said.
Rettger said they didn’t do 
anything special for the Bombers’ 
win over Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute in their home opener 
this weekend, but the group 
makes an effort to travel to the 
New York State Championships.
“States isn’t so bad because 
it’s only Syracuse, so it’s like an 
hour,” Rettger said. “We had like 
T-shirts that said something 
about Ithaca swimming.”
Gage said the group doesn’t 
have any particular rituals that 
they do during meets — just 
average cheering. For him, it’s the 
swimmer more than the fan that’s 
hard to keep tucked away.
Gage said all of his involve-
ment has helped shape his 
college experience. 
“The swim team is a group of 
really great guys, and I like them 
a lot,” he said. “It would be hard 
to imagine going to school with-
out knowing all of them.”
Sitting poolside
amid the cheers
By harlan green-tauB 
staff writer
For the football team’s seniors, a win against 
Utica College on Saturday in their final home 
game meant more than finishing undefeated 
on their own field for the first time in their four 
years on South Hill. 
The victory clinched the program’s 40th 
consecutive winning season. Only seven other 
schools in any division of NCAA football have 
had longer streaks, and only Linfield College of 
McMinnville, Ore., has a longer active streak in 
Division III at 55 consecutive winning seasons. 
The only schools with 
longer streaks of con-
secutive winning seasons 
are Penn State Univer-
sity with 49, 1939-87, the 
universities of Nebraska 
and Notre Dame with 
42, 1962-2003 and 1889-1932, respectively, and the 
universities of Michigan and Texas with 40 apiece, 
1968-2007 and 1893-2007, respectively. 
“That’s pretty amazing,” junior cornerback 
Mike Conti said. “I knew we had a pretty good 
streak, but for our program to be mentioned in the 
same breath as those schools is pretty remarkable.”
The Bombers have won three Division III 
National Championships, a total eclipsed by 
only two schools. The squad has also made 
seven title game appearances — the most of all 
teams in Division III. The team has won eight 
Lambert/Meadowland Cups presented to the 
best small-college team in the East, while com-
piling a win percentage of almost .650, and have 
produced 123 All-Americans during the streak. 
Utica Head Coach Blaise Faggiano, who was part 
of the Bombers last national championship team in 
1991 and whose Pioneers fell to the Blue and Gold 
on Saturday, said being part of the Bomber tradition 
has stuck with him his entire life. 
“Being part of a national championship team 
and the tradition here sticks with you,” Faggiano 
said. “Those are memories that you carry with 
you for the rest of your life.” 
Senior defensive tackle Andrew Haim said he 
has the tradition in mind every time he puts on 
his Bombers’ jersey.
“Knowing how successful the program has been, 
it makes you work harder to want to keep it going,” 
Haim said. “You want to set the example for the 
younger players that the guys before you set.” 
Head Coach Mike Welch, who has been part 
of the staff at Ithaca since 1984, has posted a 
record of 208–58 (.781 win percentage) since 
coming back to coach at his alma mater. 
“We’ve had so many winning seasons in a 
row now that it’s become ingrained in us,” Welch 
said. “Nothing less than winning is acceptable 
by our standards.” 
For the Bombers, just recording a winning re-
cord is not deemed a successful season; this is a 
squad with playoff aspirations every season. 
“When you come here you know what’s ex-
pected,” Haim said. “You’re playing not just for 
pride but to keep the success going.”
A Bomber victory over conference rival Alfred 
University and a St. John Fisher College loss to 
Springfield College on Saturday would give the 
Bombers the Empire 8 conference championship 
and an automatic bid to the NCAA tournament. 
“We know what’s at stake,” Welch said. “There 
will be no need to amp the players up for this one.”
From left, senior wide receiver Tom Vossler watches as senior tight end Dan Higgins breaks a tackle 
attempt by Utica College junior Jon White in the Bombers’ 30–6 win Saturday at Butterfield Stadium. 
miCHelle monTgomery/THe iTHaCan
Team extends historic winning streak
By Maura gladys 
staff writer
While many Ithaca College 
students spent Saturday morn-
ing catching up on sleep, students 
from the Department of Sport 
Management and Media honed 
their networking skills and plans 
for their futures at the Careers in 
Sport Symposium. 
This is the 20th year of the sym-
posium, which is sponsored by the 
Department of Sport Management 
and Media. This year’s event, which 
more than 150 people attended and 
was held in Textor 103 and Friends 
Hall, brought in 15 speakers, several 
of whom were Ithaca College alumni, 
and featured a keynote speaker, panel 
sessions and a tailgate. 
The symposium is held to facili-
tate interaction between alumni and 
students and encourage network-
ing, Ellen Staurowsky, professor and 
graduate chair of the department of 
sport management and media, said. 
“We developed it because we 
knew we had so many great graduates 
working in the industry, and we knew 
we wanted to make this connection 
between students in our current pro-
gram and our graduates working in 
the industry,” Staurowsky said.
After a continental breakfast, 
keynote speaker Amy Doonan Cro-
nin ’82 took the podium. Cronin, a 
special assistant for the New York 
Six Consortium and associate with 
Alden and Associate, spoke about 
the importance of networking and 
the positives and negatives of work-
ing in the sports industry. 
“People are willing to talk to you, 
especially Ithaca College alumni,” 
Cronin said. “So talk to the people 
that are doing the types of things 
that you’d like to do — do not be shy. 
Because that’s how you’re going to 
build your network.”
After Cronin’s presentation, 
several panels were offered to the 
people attending, including “The 
Business of Baseball,” “Destination 
College Sport” and “Sport Marketing 
and Media,” where panelists spoke 
about their experiences in the sport 
industry and answered questions 
from the audience. Some of the top-
ics discussed in the panels included 
the future of sports marketing, the 
pros and cons of working in different 
media markets and the challenges of 
finding a job right out of school. 
“The curriculum [of the sympo-
sium] is more of a how-to guide,” 
Staurowsky said. “It’s about taking 
what a student is doing in Ithaca, 
and then taking the steps that they 
need to be taking to move on into 
the career that they hope to land 
when they leave Ithaca. Our grads 
serve as tour guides to help make 
that happen.”
The day ended with a tailgate at 
noon in the Center for Health and 
Sciences parking lot, which was 
planned by Craig Paiement, assistant 
professor of sport management and 
media, and his Sports Facilities and 
Events class. 
Sophomore sport management 
major Molly O’Donnell, a student in 
Paiement’s class, said it was beneficial 
to hear from people who have had 
success in finding a career in sport.
“It’s a little intimidating having to 
come in and talk to alumni,” O’Donnell 
said. “But it’s reassuring to see that you 
can start here at Ithaca and make your 
way up, and just knowing that you’re 
not the only one that has come in and 
done that.”
It was only two years ago that 
Michael Polak ’10 attended the 
Sport Symposium as a student, but 
he was on the opposite side of the 
table, giving advice and insight to 
current students Saturday. 
“It was so helpful for me when I 
was here,” Polak, an associate pro-
ducer for MSGVarsity, said. “It’s great 
to be back to share what I’ve learned 
with others and hopefully help them 
get the positions that they want.”
Symposium provides networking opportunities
Professor ellen Staurowsky, graduate chair of the department of sport man-
agement and media, speaks at the Careers in Sport Symposium on Saturday.
miCHael lee/THe iTHaCan
Stat check
the Blue and gold 
have outscored teams 
143–60 and are 5–0 
at home this season.
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by jacqueline palochko 
opinion editor
It was a familiar scene in Ben 
Light Gymnasium on Sunday morn-
ing. With the clock ticking down and 
fans cheering, two basketball teams 
rebounded and boxed each other 
out, battling to take home the trophy 
that sat on the sidelines. 
But the players weren’t Ithaca 
College students. Three players 
from the Boatyard Grill defeated 
three others from Rogan’s Corner to 
advance to the championship game. 
The teams were two of six local 
businesses that participated in the 
women’s basketball team’s first 3-on-
3 tournament to help the Bombers 
raise money. The team made about 
$700 — money that will go toward 
expenses such as the team’s winter 
training trip to Hawaii in December. 
The women’s basketball team’s 
Assistant Coach Alex Ivansheck had 
the idea for the tournament. As a 
waitress for the restaurant Mahogany 
Grill during the summers, she already 
had ties to the community. 
“I wanted to do a 3-on-3 tour-
nament that gets us out in the 
community and involves local 
businesses,” Ivansheck said. 
When she told Head Coach Dan 
Raymond and the athletes, they were 
all on board. 
“We’re always looking for creative 
ways to raise money,” Raymond said. 
The players got involved by going 
out to the businesses and asking them 
to participate. Senior forward Jane 
DeBiasse said for many businesses, es-
pecially bars, Halloween weekend was 
not ideal. However, even with the early 
hours on a busy weekend, teams from 
Purity Ice Cream, Rogan’s Corner, the 
Boatyard Grill and Mahogany Grill 
paid the $150 entrance fee to show 
their support.
But despite the turnout, Ivan-
sheck said she wasn’t disappointed. 
“Obviously more teams would 
have been better,” she said. “But the 
first year is always tough, and next 
year we’ll pick a different date.” 
For the businesses that did enter 
the tournament, it was good promo-
tion, Derrick Barrett, a cook from 
Rogan’s Corner, said.
“I met a lot of the players today,” 
Barrett said. “It’s definitely a way to get 
our name out to the college students.” 
Raymond agreed the tournament 
was a successful way to collaborate in 
the area. 
“In Ithaca, it’s about Cornell,” 
Raymond said. “Our numbers at 
games aren’t what we’d like to see, so 
hopefully this helps.” 
Ivansheck’s job didn’t end at the 
planning of the tournament. As 
one of the players for Mahogany 
Grill, her team fought throughout 
the day to avoid elimination. Teams 
were eliminated from the tourna-
ment after losing two games. 
The winning team took home a 
trophy, which they will keep until 
next year’s tournament.
“It’s our version of the Stanley 
Cup,” Raymond said. 
As the Bomber athletes watched 
the local teams dribble between 
their legs and drain shots, they ad-
mitted the games were competitive 
and entertaining to watch. 
“This is definitely more com-
petitive than I thought it’d be,” 
DeBiasse said. 
For the right to take home the 
trophy, Ivansheck’s team had to win 
against the undefeated Boatyard 
team twice. The first 25-minute 
game ended at 20–17, with Mahog-
any Grill as the winners. Mahogany 
Grill won the second game, taking 
home the trophy at 20–11. 
Dylan Reilly, a server for the 
Boatyard Grill and close friend of 
Ivansheck, said it was “a little hum-
bling” losing to Mahogany Grill 
twice in the championship, but if 
the team had to lose, he was content 
with losing to Ivansheck’s team. 
Reilly said he had been watching 
Ivansheck plan the tournament for 
a few months and knew how hard 
she worked. 
“We were happy for her,” he said. 
“It was Alex’s tournament, and we 
were kind of the bad guys to come 
in and win the first few games.” 
But the teams that lost were al-
ready beginning to talk about next 
year’s tournament.
“We’re definitely coming back,” 
Barrett said. “We gotta win the cup.”
Turning the tables
From left, Daryl Rota, a member of the Mahogany Grill team, tries to dribble past Heather Lane, a member of the 
Purity Ice Cream team, at the women’s basketball team’s 3-on-3 fundraiser Sunday in Ben Light Gymnasium.
MICHeLLe BouLÉ/tHe ItHaCan
Local restaurants compete
in Bombers’ 3-on-3 fundraiser
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Look online 
for game stories 
from these sports: 
TOMORROW
• 11:30 a.m. Volleyball vs. Rochester Institute of Technology  
at Empire 8 Championship Tournament semifinals  
in Ben Light Gymnasium
• 7 p.m. Ithaca College or RIT vs. Elmira College or Nazareth 
College at Empire 8 Championship Tournament finals 
in Ben Light Gymnasium. Matchups based on previous 
matches results
SATURDAY
• 10 a.m. Wrestling at Ithaca College Invitational  
in Ben Light Gymnasium
• 1 p.m. Football at Alfred University
• 1 p.m. Women’s swimming and diving at SUNY-Cortland
• 1 p.m. Men’s swimming and diving at SUNY-Cortland
• 1:30 p.m. Women’s soccer vs. Stevens Institute of Technology  
at Empire 8 Championships Tournament in Rochester, N.Y.
SUNDAY
• 10 a.m. Wrestling at Ithaca College Invitational  
in Ben Light Gymnasium
TUESDAY
• 7 p.m. Women’s swimming and diving at William Smith College
Bold = Home game
by megan goldschmidt
staff writer
The volleyball team’s first win, shutout and 
its first tournament victory this season all 
came at home in the Ben Light Gymnasium, 
and on Oct. 23 the Bombers, playing at home, 
added another first to that list.
At the Empire 8 Crossover held in Ben Light 
Gymnasium, the Blue and Gold beat Stevens 
Institute of Technology, in addition to the other 
three teams at the tournament, to complete the 
sweep and claim the Empire 8 regular season 
title for the first time since 2005. After going 
4–0 at the Empire 8 Crossover, the South Hill 
squad went 1–3 at the Skidmore College Clas-
sic last weekend. 
The Blue and Gold will look to find their 
winning stroke as they return to South Hill, 
where the team is a perfect 9–0 this season, 
as the No. 1 seed for the Empire 8 Conference 
Championships this weekend.
The Bombers went into the Empire 8 Cross-
over with a lot of confidence and the ultimate 
goal to win, senior defensive specialist/libero 
Taylor Horton said. Horton said the team built 
momentum with its wins during the past few 
weeks, and the South Hill squad carried that 
into the Empire 8 Crossover. 
The Bombers’ determination showed in 
their victory over the reigning regular season 
champions, Stevens Institute of Technology, to 
secure the No. 1 seed and home-court advan-
tage. Horton said beating Stevens was new and 
exciting for the team.
“It feels great because in my four years here 
we’ve never done that, so it’s amazing,” Horton 
said. “It feels like all the hard work we’ve put in 
all season really paid off. Everyone is really ex-
cited about it. But now we’re just anticipating 
because we haven’t felt like we’ve completely 
won it yet until we win conference finals.”
Junior outside hitter Chelsea Hayes said 
the home-court advantage for the Empire 8 
championship tournament that comes along 
with the title is a huge perk.
“It’s always an advantage to play on your 
home court,” Hayes said. “You don’t have to 
travel, and it’ll be nice to be able to have fans 
come and support us. It’s also a nice feeling to 
know you’re the top seed and that you get to 
have people come to your house.”
However, there is some added pressure with 
going in being on top.  Since the Bombers go 
into the tournament as the No. 1 seed, they 
play the fourth seed in their first match. Roch-
ester Institute of Technology is seeded fourth, 
and the team beat the Blue and Gold earlier in 
the season in Rochester, N.Y. Horton said some 
of the team’s preparation for the match involves 
watching video and looking at key statistics so 
the Bombers can practice specific drills that are 
incorporated in Rochester’s strategy. 
Junior middle blocker Karin Edsall said the 
Bombers are excited to go out and back up 
their No. 1 seed.
“We are just trying to keep that focus that 
we haven’t really won anything yet, but we set 
ourselves up for that win,” Edsall said. “Some 
teams that we beat to get here might think 
that it was kind of a fluke that we defeated 
them, so it’s fun having the mentality of ‘we 
can get you again, it really wasn’t a fluke’, and 
show them in competition.”
If the Bombers advance to the Empire 8 finals 
they’ll not only have a chance to bring home the 
tournament title, something the team has not ac-
complished since 2005, but they’ll be up against 
either Elmira College or Nazareth College, both 
of whom the Bombers have defeated this season.
Last weekend at the Skidmore Classic, the 
Bombers had their final challenge before the 
conference championships, going up against 
three teams that beat them earlier this season. 
Despite falling to SUNY-New Paltz, Skidmore 
and SUNY-Cortland for a second time, the 
Bombers used the matches as motivation to 
go into conference championships prepared, 
Horton said.
The South Hill squad kicks off the Empire 8 
championship tomorrow at 11:30 a.m. in Ben 
Light Gymnasium.
Junior outside hitter Jessica hoeffner (center) spikes the ball during practice tuesday in ben light 
gymnasium. the bombers are 20–14 overall this season and 7–1 in empire 8 conference play.
kelsey o’connor/the ithacan
Blue and Gold to host Empire 8 championship
source: sports information and suny-cortland
#1   marissa Woodcome
#2   taylor horton
#3   Justine duryea
#6   carly graham
#7   chelsea hayes  






 1  12  0  11   0   0 
 0   0   0  10   0   0
 0   0   1   0    0   0
 1   0   0   0    0   0
 5   0   1  11   0   2
 6   0   0   0    0   1
 0  13  0  10   0   0
 1   1   0   1    0   0
 5   0   0   2    0   0
 0   0   0   9    0   0


























ithaca college vs. suny-cortland at skidmore 
invitational in saratoga springs, n.y. - oct. 30
cortland 3, ithaca 0
k    a  sa  dig  bs  ba
#1   erin carriono 
#2   sheena asibey 
#3   katie Wick
#4   kristen guercio           
#6   Jaclyn lawrence
#8   aubrey barrent




0   1   0    8   0   0 
10 0   0    0   0   3
1   0   2   11  0   0
3  38  0   13  0   2
0   1   0    6   0   0
3   0   0    0   0   1
5   2   0    0   0   1
13 1   1   19  0   1
9   0   0    0   0   2
1   1   0    1   0   0
cortland
[the buzzer]
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They’re giving 
me wide-open 
shots; I’m going 
to take them. 
They’re giving 
me wide-open 
lanes; I’m going 
to drive it. 
Chicago Bulls point 
guard Derrick Rose 
after scoring a career-
high, tying 39 points 
and leading the Bulls 
to a 101–91 win over 
the Detroit Pistons on 
Saturday after trailing 




by the numbers 6
The number of teams that 
competed at the women’s 
basketball 3-on-3 fund-
raiser Sunday. See story 
on page 25.40
The number of consecutive 
winning seasons the football 
team has posted. See story 
on page 24.
the foul line
Weird news from the wide world of sports
While players often shake their head or roll their eyes after being benched for a poor 
shot, in the case of the Orlando Magic’s Dwight Howard, it’s hard not to laugh at 
his new sideline disciplinary routine. A notoriously bad free-throw shooter, Howard 
currently ranks 140th in free-throw percentage out of 141 players in the league with 
a 46.2. Last Thursday in the Magic’s 112–83 win over the Washington Wizards, 
Howard stepped up to the line and bricked a couple of charity shots late in the third 
quarter. After being subbed out, cameras recorded Howard on the sidelines doing 
push-ups as punishment for his poor free-throw shooting while the game was still 
being played. Howard finished 9 for 19 at the stripe. Sorry Dwight, there’s no  
relationship between improving free-throw shooting and doing push-ups.
– Jesse Cases
In deep water
Junior Jeff Rapp swims the breaststroke leg of the men’s 200-yard individual medley in the team’s home meet against 







Palladino scored her 19th and 
20th goals in a 3–0 win against 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
on Saturday to pass Chelsey 
Feldman ’09 for the highest 
number of goals in a season. 
Palladino also broke the record 
for points in a season with 45, 





Conti scored his second 
touchdown of the season after 
picking up a fumble caused by 
graduate student safety Dave 
Ahonen on the 12-yard line and 
ran it into the end zone. Conti’s 
other touchdown came on a 
66-yard interception return in 
the team’s season-opening win 




Davis finished first with a time 
of 25:48 to lead the men’s 
cross country team to a first 
place finish in the Empire 8 
Championships on Saturday. 
The Bombers tallied 21 points 
to beat out defending champion 
Rochester Institute of Technol-
ogy who had 44 points. 
 
where we stand
1. Alfred                6    1        .875
2. St. John Fisher               8    1        .889
2. Ithaca                6    2        .750
4. Springfield               6    2        .750
5. Utica                5    3        .625
1. Ithaca            12    3   1       .800
1. Nazareth            10    6   2       .625
3. Stevens           14    3   1       .824
4. RIT             9     5   3       .643





               W    L      WIn%
  W    L    T      WIn%
Empire 8 Standings/Overall Records
1 volleyball
1. Ithaca                  20  12      .625
2. Elmira                  26   6       .813
2. Nazareth                 17  18      .486
4. Stevens                 32   5       .865
4. RIT                  22  15      .595
        W    L     WIn%
photo finish
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One step ahead
From left, freshman running back Jared Prugar tries to stay on his feet as Utica College junior cornerback Jon White makes the tackle in the Blue and Gold’s 30–6 victory Saturday 
at Butterfield Stadium. The Bombers are 5–0 at home this season and currently tied with St. John Fisher College for second with a record of 3–1 in the Empire 8 conference.
Graham hEBEl/ThE iThaCan
